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SEG Extrusion Systems
These graphic systems are designed to accept SEG (Silicone Edged Graphics) graphics.
SEG is a high-resolution dye-sublimated fabric graphic finished with a thin silicone strip. The silicone strip is sewn
directly to the edge of the graphic, and the strip is then inserted into a frame with a recessed groove. The size of
the graphic must be precise so the fabric is taut when installed in the frame. The result is a large format graphic that
mimics the old fashioned hard panel graphics commonly found on custom displays and interior spaces.

H-Line

SEG EXTRUSION SYSTEMS | H-LINE

The faster smarter portable modular full visual solution.

Modular panels ship with the graphics already
installed. Set up displays in minutes, saving
time and money.

H-Line

SEG EXTRUSION SYSTEMS | H-LINE
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SEG EXTRUSION SYSTEMS | H-LINE

H-Line

Panoramic® Design 10 x 30

Our Panoramic™ Designs were developed by seasoned exhibit space designers. Save time in the design phase and select an
existing Panoramic™ Design as a starting point to create a complete display. With Panoramic™ only the graphics show, hiding
the extrusion, leaving a full visual canvas to showcase your brand. Panoramic™ can handle even the largest monitors for your
customers multimedia presentations.

SEG EXTRUSION SYSTEMS | PANORAMIC

Pamoramic® Design 10x30 can be converted into two 10x10’s

Pamoramic® Design 10x30 with storage
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SEG EXTRUSION SYSTEMS | PANORAMIC

Panoramic® Design 20 x 20

Panoramic® Design 10 x 20

SEG EXTRUSION SYSTEMS | PANORAMIC
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Panoramic® Lightbooth

SEG EXTRUSION SYSTEMS | PANORAMIC BACKLITS

Panoramic® Lightbooths give your messages added impact! Panoramic® Lightbooths are the next generation of backlit display,
increasing the visual impact of your booth when combined with the already known benefits of the classic Panoramic® modular
system. Panoramic® is a solution 100% dedicated to your image. All lighting systems are UL approved.

10 X 10 Lightbooth

10 X 20 Lightbooth

Nouveau™

Nouveau™ is an indoor aluminum extrusion backwall frame system that usues SEG (silicone edged graphics).
6ft Nouveau extrusion frame system
Frame Dims - 31”w x72”h
Graphic Live Area - 30.843”w x 71.843”h
Graphic Print Area - 31.829”w x 72.829”h
8ft Nouveau extrusion frame system
Frame Dims - 96”h x96”w
Graphic Live Area - 95.84”h x 95.84”w
Graphic Print Area - 96.83”h x 96.83”w
10ft Nouveau extrusion frame system
Frame Dims - 96”h x 117”w
Graphic Live Area - 95.843”h x 116.843”w
Graphic Print Area - 96.829”h x 117.829”w
20ft Nouveau extrusion frame system
Frame Dims - 96”h x 235”w
Graphic Live Area - 95.843”h x 234.843”w
Graphic Print Area - 96.829”h x 235.8293”w

Infinity™
INFINITY™ is a wall mounted aluminum extrusion frame system. Featuring taut Dye Sublimated SEG Fabric Graphics. INFINITY™
provides a slim light wall mounting system that is barely visible. Many other extrusion frame systems are too heavy for wall mounted applications. With INFINTY™ the taut SEG graphics flow directly from edge to edge.

Parts / Accessories

Weight

Extrusion

0.25 lbs per foot

Corner Bracket

0.10 lbs each

Lateral Joint

0.3 lbs each

5” Radius Corners

0.3 lbs each

Hangers

0.05 lbs each

SEG EXTRUSION SYSTEMS

Nouveau™ can also be mounted to a wall.
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Aura™

AURA™ is a great backlit solution for any environment. Stable and stylish free-standing aluminum extrusion frame fits in perfectly
with any existing display.
AURATM 2472
Final Size: 19.4235”w x 69.3124”h
Live Area: 18.4375”w x 68.25”h
AURATM 4272
Final Size: 36.9374”w x 69.3124”h
Live Area: 35.875”w x 68.25”h

SEG EXTRUSION SYSTEMS | BACKLITS

AURATM 4886
Final Size: 44.0485”w x 83.2985”h
Live Area: 43.0625”w x 82.3125”h

Panoramic® Lightboxes

Panoramic® Lightboxes give your messages added impact! Panoramic® lightboxes increase the visual impact of your booth.
Panoramic® Lighting systems are UL listed.
Lightbox Size
8ft Panoramic Lightbox:
94”h x 94”w
10ft Panoramic Lightbox:
94”h x 118”w
Graphic Size
8ft Panoramic Lightbox:
Print Size - 94.829”h x 94.829”w
Live Size - 93.843”h x 93.843”w
10ft Panoramic Lightbox:
Print Size - 94.829”h x 118.829”w
Live Size - 93.843”h x 117.843”w

Pliko™

The Pliko™ has been upgrade by having each unit come with lighting already included on it. You can now choose to backlight your
message or not with one display. It is a Tool-Free, Lightweight, Durable SEG Aluminum Display. It is designed to collapse and fold
for easy set up and breakdown. Simply unpack and unfold frame, Install your SEG graphic, rotate feet and upright your display. A
hard shipping case is included in the price. Add Pliko™ Backlit to your exhibit space to get attention and keep it!
Unit Dimensions
(Open) 108”w x 92”h x 8”d
(Closed) 11” x 66”

The innovative SuperNova™ LED Inline lightboxes combine exceptionally bright LED lights, modular engineered, an aluminum
frame, and silicone edge fabric graphics into a brilliant eye-catching display. The SuperNova LED lights are attached to the frame
which makes assembly easy and packaging a snap. 10 ft. and 20 ft. versions are available, in both one-sided and two-sided lightboxes. All have integrated cord management. The lightboxes use SuperNova LED lights, ensuring an exceptionally bright graphic
and thousands of hours of worry-free use.
Lightbox frame available in black & silver
Lightbox frame Dimensions:
96.5”w x 90.25”h x 25”d

SEG EXTRUSION SYSTEMS | BACKLITS

Supernova™ LED Lightbox
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Pop-Up Displays

SYNC™ Pop Up Displays

The SYNC self locking pop-up system takes pop-ups to the next level with fantastic lightweight, easily attached channel bars
featuring recessed magnets to avoid damage. The SYNC pop-up system is called a system for a reason. It syncs up perfectly with
our Lambda graphics. As you know continuous tone Lambda graphics are the very best graphic you can provide to your customer.
They are 100% guaranteed against delamination and provide the highest quality image.

33C
8’h x 8’w

43C
8’h x 10’w

Gullwing
8’h x 20’w

POP UP DISPLAYS | SYNC

22C
5’3”h x 5’5”w

Serpentine
8’h x 19’4”’w
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VBurst™ Displays

POP UP DISPLAYS | VBURST

Vburst! is a revolutionary pop-up system with a SEAMLESS dye sublimation fabric graphic. Your graphic and frame pop-up together
to create a fantastic visual backdrop. Vburst! has a frame to fit any need you may have! With accessories like lighting and a rolling
hard case, along with a convenient case-to-counter conversion, consider the Vburst pop up for your next event!

2x2 VBurst Flat

2x2 VBurst Curved

3x3 VBurst Curved

4x3 VBurst Curved

3x3 VBurst Flat

4x3 VBurst Flat

8x3 VBurst Flat
Flat VBurst™

1x3

2x2

2x3

3x2

3x3

4x3

4x4

5x3

8x3

Graphic Size
With Endcaps

55”
x
87.75”

83.5”
x
59.5”

83.5”
x
87.75”

111.75”
x
59.5”

111.75”
x
87.75”

140.625”
x
87.75”

140.625”
x
116.625”

169.5”
x
87.75”

257.25”
x
87.75”

Graphic Size
Without Endcaps

31”
x
87.75”

59.5”
x
59.5”

59.5”
x
87.75”

87.75”
x
59.5”

87.75”
x
87.75”

116.625”
x
87.75”

116.625”
x
116.75”

145.5”
x
87.75”

233.25”
x
87.75”

Curved VBurst™ (Seamless)

2x2

3x3

4x3

Graphic Size
With Endcaps

78.75” x
87.75”

102.75” x
87.75”

129.75” x
87.75”

Graphic Size
Without Endcaps

53.5” x
59.5”

77.5” x
59.5”

105.75” x
87.75”

VBurst™ Backlit Displays
Convenience, functionality and good looks make VBurst backlits the smart choice for events and trade shows. Unlike the competition, the VBurst light kit is a simple, easy-to-use solution... no fussing with unruly or broken fabric light walls. Other systems are
clunky and complicated, VBurst keeps it simple.
When you need a backlit for your 10’ x 10’ space, want to highlight your marketing message or just want to bring your image to
life through the power of light, look no further!

3x3 VBurst Curved

3x3 VBurst Flat

4x3 VBurst Curved

POP UP DISPLAYS | VBURST BACKLIT

2x2 VBurst Curved

4x3 VBurst Flat

Curved VBurst™ (Seamless)

2x2

3x3

4x3

Graphic Size

78.75” x 87.75”

102.75” x 87.75”

129.75” x 87.75”

Flat VBurst™

3x3

4x3

Graphic Size

111.75”x 87.75”

140.625”x 87.75”
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Xpressions® Snap™

POP UP DISPLAYS | XPRESSIONS SNAP

The Xpressions® display is wildly popular with trade show and special event industry designers. Custom frame and graphic
combinations are too numerous to catalog!

3 Quad Pyramid

2x2

1x3

2x3

3x3

4x3 Metric

Xpressions® Snap™

4x3 US

4x4

5 Quad X

Argyle

6 Quad Pyramid

10 Quad Pyramid

POP UP DISPLAYS | XPRESSIONS SNAP

POP UP DISPLAYS | XPRESSIONS SNAP

Easy to update, change one or all your graphics to match current messaging.
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Xpressions® Snap

POP UP DISPLAYS | XPRESSIONS SNAP

For more details go to xpressions-snap.com

Frame Type

Open Dimensions

Closed Dimensions (w/o skins)

Frame Weights (w/o skins)

1x3

32.25” x 94” x 12.75”

3.5” x 7” x 33.75”

5.50 Lbs.

2x2

63” x 63.25” x 12.75”

6” x 6” x 33.75”

7.0 Lbs.

2x3

63” x 94” x 12.75”

6” x 7” x 33.75”

9.50 Lbs.

3x3

93.5” x 94” x 12.75”

7” x 7” x 33.73”

12.50 Lbs.

4x3 US

117.5” x 89.5” x 13”

10” x 9” x 32.5”

15.50 Lbs.

4x3 Metric

124.5” x 94” x 12.75”

10” x 7” x 33.75”

17.0 Lbs.

6 Quad Pyramid

134” x 87.5” x 12.75”

7” x 7” x 33.75”

9.50 Lbs.

5 Quad X

90” x 88” x 12.75”

6.5” x 6.5” x 33.75”

9.0 Lbs.

3 Quad Pyramid

90” x 66” x 12.75”

5” x 5” x 33.75”

5.50 Lbs.

Argyle

133” x 88” x 12.75”

8.5” x 6” x 33.75”

13.0 Lbs.

10 Quad Pyramid

178” x 109.5” x 12.75”

8” x 8” x 33.75”

14.50 Lbs.

4x4

125” x 125” x 12.75”

8” x 8” x 33.75”

21.0 Lbs.

Projector

186” x 125” x 12.75”

11” x 8” x 33.75”

25.0 Lbs.

SKINS
Quads

Size

1x1

28” x 28”

1x2

28” x 56”

1x3

28” x 84”

2x1

56” x 28”

2x2

56” x 56”

3x2

84” x 56”

3x3

84” x 84”

4x3 metric & US

110” x 84”

Diamond

37.5” x 37.5”

2x3

56” x 84”

3x1

84” x 28”

4x1

112” x 28”

Triangle Flat

25.5” x 25.5”

Triangle Thread

27.5” x 25.5”

Star

28” x 28”

Hex

51” x 78.5”

Plus

86” x 86”

Xpressions® Pushthru
Use Xpressions®PUSHTHRU™ to create a 90 degree message on your display, to assist as directional and welcome solutions or to
add accent to your marketing design. Continue your marketing message by choosing from many different PUSHTHRU skin designs
and have a different PUSHTHRU skin up each day of the show.

PushThru Skins
1x3 Thin
1x3 Wide
1x1 Triangle
1x2 Triangle
1x3 Triangle

Xpressions® SHEER fabric graphics incorporated into exhibit and retail environments is one of the hottest trends hitting the display
world. Why not combine this up-and-coming excitement with one of most popular face-to-face marketing tools, Xpressions®?
Take the most unique fabric pop-up system and combine it with SHEER graphics and the result is a pop-up that makes a strong
style statement. With SHEER, you can create depth and imagery more in-tune with environmental exhibit design and provide your
designers with additional tools to drive your brand. Create a more comfortable setting for face-to-face engagement at your next
tradeshow. SHEER pop-ups can be key components in environments by creating backdrops, space definition or vertical elements
in your space design.

POP UP DISPLAYS | XPRESSIONS SNAP

Xpressions® Sheer
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Xpressions® Salesmate™

POP UP DISPLAYS | XPRESSIONS SNAP

SalesMate™ is the best traveling sales and branding presentation tool on the market. It uniquely relays important messages and
raises brand awareness. Easy graphic change out makes customized sales calls a snap. It is the ideal ultra-portable display.
Quads

Skin Description

Skin Size

1x1

Flat

13.375 x 13.375

1x1

Single Twist

14.25 x 14.25

1x1

Double Twist

14.75 x 14.75

1x1

Horizontal Thread

15 x 13.375

1x1

Vertical Thread

13.375 x 15

1x2

Flat

13.375 x 26.25

1x2

Thread

13.375 x 28

1x2

Double Thread

13.375 x 29

1x2

Single Twist

13.375 x 26.75

1x2

Double Twist

13.375 x 27

1x3

Flat

13.375 x 39.5

1x3

Double Thread

13.375 x 43.375

1x3

Single Thread

13.375 x 41.375

2x1

Flat

26.25 x 13.375

2x1

Thread

28 x 13.375

2x1

Double Thread

29 x 13.375

2x1

Single Twist

26.75 x 13.375

2x1

Double Twist

27 x 13.375

4x1

Flat

52.25 x 13.375

4x3

Flat

52.25 x 41

Diamond

Diamond

19.75 x 19.75

2x2

Flat

27 x 27

3x3

Flat

41 x 41

Hex

Hex

26.25 x 41

Star

Star

13.375 x 13.375

Triangle

Triangle

13.375 x 13.375
Frame Configurations
1x3
2x2
2x3
3x3
4x3
4x4
3x5
3 Quad Pyramid
6 Quad Pyramid
Argyle
5 Quad X

Visit xpressions-snap.com for more images and information.

Xpressions® 1x1 LED Lightbox
Pull your Xpressions®SNAP!™ display from it’s case and pop it up! A complete display in less than a minute. But wait, what’s this?
One more step? Plug it in? That’s right, when you outfit your Xpressions®SNAP!™ display with one or more LED LightBoxes there
is one more simple step! Xpressions® has been turning heads, pulling in booth traffic and defining event spaces all in a complete
hassle-free package since its debut. Now add the power of light to add attention at trade shows and create ambiance at events.
Your display remains hassle-free as the LED LightBox is already installed on the frame.

Xpressions®CONNEX™ transforms the Xpressions®SNAP!™ pop-up into an exciting modular display system perfect for trade
show or event environments. The key to unlocking your creativity is a simple innovation to the Xpressions®SNAP!™ frame: a simple clip on the hub and the addition of a trapezoid and square connecting shelf along with the original rectangular shelf. Connecting the frames at different angles or in straight lines adds yet another dimension to the Xpressions® exhibit. Dynamic connecting
skins are used in combination with square, trapezoid or rectangular connecting shelves to create dramatic inline spaces, concave
and convex configurations. Even create octagon islands for events. Add LED lightboxes to high lite your message!

Visit xpressions-snap.com for more images and information.

POP UP DISPLAYS | XPRESSIONS SNAP

Xpressions® 1x3 LED Lightbox
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Xpressions® Connex™
Create Octagon, Gullwings, Serpentine displays with Xpressions®CONNEX™.

CONNEX Connector Skins
1x1 Rectangle
1x2 Rectangle
1x3 Rectangle
1x1 Hourglass
1x2 Hourglass
1x3 Hourglass
1x1 Wide
1x2 Wide

POP UP DISPLAYS | XPRESSIONS SNAP

1x3 Wide

Visit xpressions-snap.com for more images and information.

Spennare Pop Up S10 Curved

The Pop Up S10 sets a new standard for Pop Up systems. Uncompromising design meets the most user friendly solution on the
market today. Carefully selected materials were chosen that meet the highest industry demands, and a new, smart magnetic solution for a quick and easy assembly.

POP UP DISPLAYS | SPENNARE

Spennare Pop Up S10 Straight
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Xtension™

POP UP DISPLAYS

Xtension the lighter and easier to set up pop-up stand. Xtension is a pop-up display with a dye-sublimation fabric graphic. The
graphic remains attached to the structure, so set up and dismantle are easy and quick! The lightweight fastest set-up and tear
down pop-up on the market.

Xpressions® QTR/20

The Xpressions QTR/20 frame is unique. Each hub is out fitted with a quarter twenty thread that allows the frame to accept not
only a threaded node to accept button hole tension fabric graphics but also become the host of many other accessories. The hub
accepts “J” hook connectors that also increase the structural integrity of the frame when needed. Your Optima Product Development team will determine if your frame request requires the use of “J” hooks or if other measures are required to reach the best
possible results.

Expand Linkwall Displays

The Expand LinkWall is a display system with built-in flexibility that enables the user to change the shape of the product. The user
can easily make it smaller or larger depending on space and bend it to different shapes to fit the event space. Change the size of
the mural by simply adding or removing magnetic edge panels to better fit your environment. It can be used as a straight wall on
one occasion, and thanks to the flexible panels, an S-Shape, L-Shape or Serpentine on other occasions.

2 Panel Convex

3 Panel Concave

3 Panel Convex

3 Panel ZigZag

4 Panel ZigZag

POP UP DISPLAYS | EXPAND LINKWALL

2 Panel Concave
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Tension Fabric & Tube Structures

Aviator™ Hanging Signs

Aviator™ Circle
Unit Sizes:
10’x36”
10’x42”

Aviator™ Tapered Circle
Unit Sizes:
10’x36”
10’x42”

Aviator™ Rectangle
Unit Sizes: 10’x5’x42”

Aviator™ Square
Unit Sizes:
10’x36”
10’x42”

Aviator™ Tapered Square
Unit Sizes:
10’x36”
10’x42”

Aviator™ Pinwheel
Unit Sizes:
10’x36”
10’x48”
12’x48”

TENSION FABRIC - TUBE STRUCTURES | AVIATOR HANGING SIGNS

TENSION FABRIC - TUBE STRUCTURES | AVIATOR HANGING SIGNS

Aviator™ Hanging Fabric Structures present your brand or convey your message fast, up high and from all directions. Available
in exciting shapes and practical sizes to meet any trade show or event need. Constructed from the highest quality lightweight
materials, the Aviator™ frame assembles with push button connectors. No tools are ever required. The structure is skinned with
the very best tension fabric graphics! Superior fabrics, zippers and sewing techniques ensure that your display will bring many
years of use. Our unmatched dye sublimation printing is guaranteed to make your images stand out on the show floor. Aviator™
is effective, adaptable, easy to set-up and affordable.

Aviator™ Triangle
Unit Sizes:
10’x36”
10’x42”
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Aviator™ 2D Hanging

TENSION FABRIC - TUBE STRUCTURES | AVIATOR HANGING SIGNS

Aviator™ Hanging Fabric Structures present your brand or convey your message fast, up high and from all directions. Available in
exciting shapes and practical sizes to meet any trade show or event need. Constructed from the highest quality lightweight materials, the Aviator™ frame assembles with push button connectors. No tools are ever required. The structure is skinned with the very
best tension fabric graphics! Superior fabrics, zippers and sewing techniques ensure that your display will bring many years of use.
Our unmatched dye sublimation printing is guaranteed to make your images stand out on the show floor. Aviator™ is effective,
adaptable, easy to set-up and affordable.

Aviator™ 2D Disc
Unit Sizes:
6’ Diameter
8’ Diameter

Aviator™ 2D Rectangle
Unit Sizes:
3’x8’
4’x10’

Aviator™ 2D Curved Rectangle
Unit Sizes:
3’x8’
4’x10’

Aviator™ 2D Serpentine
Unit Sizes:
3’x8’
4’x10’

Aviator™ Table Tops
The Aviator™ Table Top is a great solution with an upscale style. The black aluminum tube frame with push button assembly makes
setting up quick and easy. All Aviator™ Table Top graphics are finished in the pillowcase style. Top quality dye sublimation and
sturdy zippers bring the same fantastic Aviator™ hanging sign graphics to these Table Tops. A hard shipping case comes included
with every Aviator™ Table Top unit order.

Aviator™ Splash
Unit Size: 72”x49.75”
Graphic Sizes: 65.8125”x49.0625”

Aviator™ Surf
Unit Size: 61”x43.75”
Graphic Sizes: 65.8125”x50.125”

Aviator™ Wave
Unit Size: 64”x41.5”
Graphic Sizes: 66”x45.5”

TENSION FABRIC - TUBE STRUCTURES | AVIATOR TABLE TOPS

Aviator™ Gust
Unit Size: 72”x48.5”
Graphic Sizes: 71.125”x48.875”

Aviator™ Wind
Unit Size: 75”x43”
Graphic Sizes: 79”x42.125”
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Navigator™

TENSION FABRIC - TUBE STRUCTURES | NAVIGATOR

Great-looking displays constructed in the United States of top-grade aluminum tube and pillowcase-style dye sub fabric graphics.
Navigator™ displays are available in many different shapes for any space. Each custom frame is carefully measured and a graphic
template is created specifically for that frame. Frames are set-up easily in minutes with the Quick-Connect tube frame system and
pillowcase design graphics easily slip over and zip tight for a clean presentation. Lightweight, full-sized displays that will not break
the budget! Navigator™, a tremendous value with zero sacrifice to design and quality.

Navigator™ 10’ Backwall
Unit Size: 118”x92”
Front Graphic Sizes: 94.25”x120.125”
Back Graphic Size: 95.75”x112.625”

Navigator™ 10’ Concave
Unit Size: 115.5”x92”
Front Graphic Sizes: 90.75”x118”
Back Graphic Size: 90.75”x112”

Navigator™ 10’ Serpentine
Unit Size: 119”x92”
Front Graphic Sizes: 91.25”x122”
Back Graphic Size: 91.25”x114”

Navigator™ 10’ Wave
Unit Size: 118”x92”
Front Graphic Sizes: 90.75”x114.5”
Back Graphic Size: 90.75”x107.25”

Navigator™

Navigator™ Double Radial Top
Unit Size: 34.5”x83.75”
Front Graphic Sizes: 83”x34.25”
Back Graphic Size:83”x34.25”
Side & Top Graphic Size: 192.5”x13.75”

Navigator™ 20’ Serpentine
Unit Size: 234”x92”
Front Graphic Sizes: 92”x227”
Back Graphic Size: 92”x221”

Navigator™ Ribbon
Unit Size: 92”x34”
Front Graphic Sizes: 140.875”x38”
Back Graphic Size: 141.875”x30”

TENSION FABRIC - TUBE STRUCTURES | NAVIGATOR

Navigator™ Single Radial Top
Unit Size: 34.5”x83.75”
Front Graphic Sizes: 83”x34.25”
Back Graphic Size:83”x34.25”

Quick-Connect Frame System
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Banner Stands

Pronto™
The Pronto™ Banner Stand is a simple retractable unit with instant setup. A quality banner stand that out performs the cheapy
stands and high priced competition. When ready to display, simply attach the pole perpendicular to the base and pull the banner up to attach to the top of the mast. When displayed the graphic is held in place with a clean “clamp style” top hanger for
long term reliability and grip. When not in use the graphic retracts into the unit. Pronto™ is the industry standard in value and
carries a lifetime warranty on the hardware.
Unit

Color

Live Area

Graphic Sizes

23.5”

Black or Silver

23.25” x 87.25

23.25” x 92”

33.5”

Black or Silver

33.25” x 87.25

33.25” x 92”

39.375”

Black or Silver

39.125” x 87.25

39.125” x 92”

47.25”

Black or Silver

47” x 87.25”

47” x 92”

BANNER STANDS | RETRACTABLE

Pronto™
Unit Size: 39.375”w
Graphic Sizes: 39.125”x92”

Pronto™
Unit Size: 23.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 23.25”x92”

Pronto™
Unit Size: 33.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.25”x92”

Pronto™
Unit Size: 47.25”w
Graphic Sizes: 47”x92”
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Pronto™ 2

BANNER STANDS | RETRACTABLE

The Pronto™ 2 banner stand is a double-sided unit that allows for displaying your message in two directions. Use the two
graphics at the same time or independently, depending on your needs. Graphics retract into unit, mast is stored in base of
unit and an attractive padded storage bag is included.
Unit Sizes

Color

Live Area

Graphic Sizes

23.5” w

Black or Silver

23.25” x 87.25

23.25” x 92”

33.5” w

Black or Silver

33.25” x 87.25

33.25” x 92”

39.375” w

Black or Silver

39.125” x 87.25

39.125” x 92”

47.25” w

Black or Silver

47” x 87.25”

47” x 92”

Pronto™ 2
Unit Size: 33.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.25”x92”

Pronto™ 2
Unit Size: 23.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 23.25”x92”

Pronto™ 2
Unit Size: 39.375”w
Graphic Sizes: 39.125”x92”

Pronto™ 2
Unit Size: 47.25”w
Graphic Sizes: 47”x92”

Expolinc Roll Up Classic

Roll Up Classic system is easy to transport and assembles in a flash for your presentation. Roll Up Classic is available in a wide
range of widths and is ideal for repeated use in different indoor environments.
Unit Sizes

Graphic Size

27”

27” x 81.125”

33”

33” x 89”

39”

39” x 89”

44.75”

44.75” x 89”

56.5”

56.5” x 89”
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Expolinc Roll Up Classic
Unit Size: 39”w
Graphic Sizes: 39”x89”

Sidewinder™
When ready to display, simply unfold the attached pole, pull the banner up and attach it to
the top of the pole. The Sidewinder™ is available in a single or double-sided and comes
with a padded bag with shoulder strap, Units only available in silver.

Unit Sizes

Graphic Size

24” w

23.5” x 83”

32” w

31.5” x 83”

39.5” w

39.4” x 83”

47.5” w

47.25” x 83”

Sidewinder™
Unit Size: 39.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 39.4”x83”
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MediaScreen™ 1
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The stylish, stable and compact Media Screen 1 features a fully adjustable mast with measurement tick marks for quick setup
and has a larger graphic size of 88”. Designed to give a clean appearance, the mast is hidden from view behind the top of the
banner. The Media Screen 1 is a single sided unit and the graphic retracts easily into the silver on chrome base. A black padded
storage bag is standard with all units.
Unit Sizes

Graphic Sizes

33.5” w

33.25”w x 66”h

33.5” w

33.25”w x 92”h

39.375” w

39.125”w x 66”h

39.375” w

39.125”w x 92”h

MediaScreen™ 1
Unit Size: 33.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.25”x66”

MediaScreen™ 2

The Media Screen 2 (Indoor) is double sided with the same hidden clean mast appearance as the MediaScreen 1 and features updated durable sides. You have the ability to
display your message in two directions. The graphics retract into the silver-on-chrome
base that features heavy duty durable sides. A black padded storage bag is standard
with all units.
Unit Sizes

Graphic Sizes

33.5” w

33.25”w x 84”h

39.9” w

39.25”w x 84”h

MediaScreen™ 2
Unit Size: 33.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.25”x84”

MediaScreen™ 2 AWD
The Media Screen 2 AWD (All Weather Display) is the outdoor banner stand that carries all the style and features of an indoor
premium stand but with tough as nails outdoor hardware. The Media Screen 2 AWD is a double-sided unit tough enough
for outdoor weather conditions. The supporting masts and graphics are retracted into the silver-on-chrome base. The unit
is designed with a heavy duty base and spring supported mast. Two black padded storage bags are standard with all units.
Unit

Live Area

Graphic Sizes

33.5” w

33.25’’w x 70’’h

33.25”w x 76”h
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MediaScreen™ 2 AWD
Unit Size: 33.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.25”x76”

MediaScreen™ XL
When you have big news, nothing says “look up here” like MediaScreen™XL.
Featuring a massive graphic at a 10’ height, the MediaScreen™XL is big news
for retractable banner stands. The MediaScreen™XL is a single-sided unit with
supporting mast and retractable graphic stored in a silver-on-chrome base. With
the many advantages of the XL, it will not be overlooked. A black padded storage bag and 3 segmented bungee pole is standard with all units. Create large
backdrops by joining two or more XL banner stands together with existing magnets on the sides of the top hanger bar. (There will be a slight gap between the
panels.)

Unit

Live Area

Graphic Sizes

47.25” w

47’’w x 118’’h

47”w x 123”h

MediaScreen™ XL
Unit Size: 47.25”w
Graphic Sizes: 47”x123”
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QuickScreen™ 1
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The Quickscreen™ series of banner stands is our premier line of roll-up banner stands. When ready to display, simply attach the
pole to the base, pull the banner up and attach it to the top of the pole. Set up time is less than 30 seconds.
Unit

Live Area

Graphic Sizes

33.5” w

33.25” x 79”

33.25” x 84”

39.5” w

39.125” x 79”

39.125” x 84”

33.5” w

33.25” x 86”

33.25” x 91”

39.5” w

39.125” x 86”

39.125” x 91”

QuickScreen™ 1
Unit Size: 33.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.25”x84”

QuickScreen™ 1
Unit Size: 33.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.25”x91”

QuickScreen™ 1
Unit Size: 39.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 39.125”x84”

QuickScreen™ 1
Unit Size: 39.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 39.125”x91”

QuickScreen™ 3

If you like the ability to change your graphics from show-to-show, day-to-day, or hour-to-hour, then the Quickscreen™ 3 is the
optimal choice! The graphic cassette stores in the base of the unit and can be easily removed and replaced with a different cassette containing a different graphic on-site in just a matter of seconds.
Unit

Live Area

Graphic Sizes

19.7” w

19.5” x 71”

19.5” x 76”

33.5” w

33.25” x 63” - 88.625”

33.25” x 93.625”

39.375” w

39.125” x 63” - 88.625”

39.125” x 93.625”
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QuickScreen™3
Unit Size: 19.7”w
Graphic Sizes: 19.5”x76”

QuickScreen™3
Unit Size: 33.5”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.25”x93.625”

QuickScreen™3
Unit Size: 39.375”w
Graphic Sizes: 39.125”x93.625”
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The Set™

The Set™ retractable banner stand delivers your message with a sleek design. Made of anodized aluminum the clipping hanger
bar provides excellent rigidity, which prevents wrinkling or crimping of your graphic, even with strong tension in the retractor. The
telescopic pole is light compatible and allows you to adjust the graphic height between 35” and 90”. Rounding out the features
of The Set™ is a pivoting and self-locking foot for unmatched stability.
Unit Sizes
24.375”

23.625” x 41” to 96”

32.25”

31.5” x 42” to 96”

40.3125
48”
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Graphic Size

39.5625” x 43” to 96”
47.25” x 44” to 96”

The Set™
Unit Size: 32.25”w x 79”h

Grandstand XL™
GrandStand is one of the largest retractable banner stands on the market. The Grand Stand comes in two standard widths and
allows for substantial height adjustments. The Grandstand unit is self contained in an aluminum case. The aluminum casing has
shoulder straps slots for easier carrying. The Grandstand sets up in seconds. It has two rotating feet for stability and the telescoping pole is equipped with a twist-lock so the height of the graphic can be varied. Units are available in black only.

Grandstand XL™
Unit Size: 64”x61.5”

Unit Sizes

Graphic Size

70.5”

64”x61.5”

70.5”

64”x88”

70.5”

64”x111”

Spennare Roll Up S10

Probably the most graceful and convenient retractable banner system on the market! Roll Up S10 has a well defined and discreet
design that lets the message speak for itself. Enjoy low weight, high quality and great usability. The foot is discreet and the
cassette, which protects the message when not in use, is compact.
Graphic Size

33”

33.46” x 86.61”

39”

39.37” x 86.61”

49”

49.21” x 86.61”

Unit Sizes

Graphic Size

59”

59.06”x86.61”

Spennare Roll Up S10
Unit Size: 33”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.46”x86.61”

Spennare Roll Up S10 Wide
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Unit Sizes

Spennare Roll Up S10 Wide
59”w x 86”h
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M2™
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M2™ is a flexible and easy-to-use retractable display with an innovative solution that makes it easy to vary between different
messages in your display. This retractable display is suited for those who need to change their graphics often, or need to replace
a campaign at several locations at the same time. The telescoping pole makes it very easy to adjust the height. Unique solution
for changing your graphics. M2™ is a hassle free retractable banner stand. Unlike spring loaded retractables the M2™ has a
unique patented mechanism that makes set-up and graphic change out super easy. Your marketing becomes more cost-effective
since changing your graphic is quick and easy and you can do it yourself!
Version 1

Version 1

Version 2

Version 2

Unit Sizes

Graphic Sizes

Unit Sizes

Graphic Sizes

33.5” W,
7” deep

33.25”w x
68” - 92”h

35” W,
7” deep

33.25”w x
66.5” - 90.625”h

M2
Unit Size: 33”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.25”x92”

Penta Roll Up

In a sea of options varying from low to high quality, practical and premium a new option has arrived. The Penta Retractable
bannerstand is compact, stylish and engineered for the long haul. Penta features a small footprint and expert finishing that
compliments the banners marketing message without distraction. Simple, elegant, functional and space efficient, Penta simply
stands alone.

Penta Roll Up
Unit Size: 33”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.5”x87”

Unit Sizes

Graphic Size

33”

33.5”x63”-87”

Expolinc 4 Screen Classic

4 Screen is a cost-effective way of getting your message across on a large scale. Perfect for indoor events and major campaigns
where everything from price to assembly time is crucial. Available in six widths. The design is discreetly simple and you can put
it up in less than a minute. Despite its low weight, the 4 Screen stands perfectly steady.
Unit Sizes

Graphic Size

21.625”

21.625” x 58.875”

27.5”

27.5” x 77.015625”

33.4375”

33.4375” x 85”

39.375”

39.375” x 85

45.25”

45.25” x 85”

57.09375”

57.09375” x 85”

Alfresco™

The Alfresco™ banner stand is designed for outdoor banner applications. It is specially designed to withstand rugged outdoor
conditions including winds and rain. The base has a lightweight tank with an easy-fill water or sand opening (water or sand not
included). The durable, click-stop mast provides a secure, balanced structure that sets up in minutes and stays put. A bulls-eye
locking system in each corner maintains a flat, even shape. Super Select Sports Mesh is strongly recommended for use on the
Alfresco™ system. Sports Mesh is extremely wind resistant … perfect for outdoors!

Unit Size

Graphic Final Sizes

16”w, 19” deep

24” - 39”w x 60” - 78”h
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Expolinc 4 Screen Classic
Unit Size: 33.4375”w
Graphic Sizes: 33.4375” x 85”

Alfresco
Graphic Sizes: 24”x 60”
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Compass™
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Compass™ is a lightweight banner stand with some very cool features. An X-Style banner hub mounted to a telescopic mast
with a sturdy flat base. Four practical rectangular graphic sizes are available. The banner-to-mast mount utilizes an innovative
hub. The hub allows the banner to rotate at different angles as well as tilt up or down. Combine with a table throw for a unique
table top display.
The Compass™ floats above your table allowing for full use of table top space. Multiple Compass™ bannerstands can be used
in concert to create exciting backwalls. Angle multiple banners to attract attention. Pivot your banner so your message can be
seen from multiple vantage points. Compass™ can be used at multiple heights for all occasions and applications. Easy to set up
and use, Compass™ will keep your message fresh and on the right course to attract your audience.

Final Size

Print size
(Includes bleed)

36” x 60”

38” x 62”

36” x 78”

38” x 80”

40” x 75”

42” x 77”

48” x 72”

50” x 74”

Concierge™

The Concierge™ is a two pocket compact and stylish brochure holder with graphic underneath. The two pocket brochure holder
is made of black mesh and can hold multiple 8.5” x 11” product literature pieces. This gives you the advantage to promote your
message with literature along with an eye catching graphic. The graphic is held securely in place with aluminum hardware. The
Concierge™ is easy to set up and small enough to fit almost anywhere.
Swap the brochure holder to the bottom,combine two or more units and create a functional and effective table top display.
Unit Sizes

Graphic Sizes

19.6875” w x 54”h

19.6875” w x 37.25”h

19.6875”w x 54”h

19.6875”w x 54”h

Courier™

The Courier™ is a lightweight portable banner stand with zero distracting framework to take away from your advertising message.
A tubular base with dual support feet and a four-piece shock corded pole support the graphic in an upright position.
Unit not available without graphic.
Unit Size

Graphic Size

33” w

32.5”w x 88.5”h

The Multiplier™ is a lightweight portable banner stand. The hardware includes a sturdy plastic foot and flexible, carbon fiber pole.
Top and bottom profiles allow graphics to be changed with ease. The Multiplier™ comes with a black, nylon carrying bag. Perfect
in execution and price for high quantity orders.
Unit Size

Graphic Size

32” w

32”w x 81”h
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Multiplier™
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Spennare Banner Stand S10
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Spennare Banner Stand S10 is created for those who want a usable and easy solution with perfection in every aspect. The materials are chosen after careful consideration to keep low weight and achieve a high usability. A unique design of the foot makes this
product stable and exclusive. Connect multiple units together to create graphic walls.
Unit Sizes

Graphic Size

23”

23.62" x 93.3"

31”

31.49" x 93.3"

33”

33.46" x 93.3"

39”

39.3" x 93.3"

Shown with available light

Spennare X Foot S10

X Foot S10 gives you the option of double exposure as well as adjusting the height of the image. With its unique folding foot the
display is elegant and has great stability. Discreet snap profiles make it easy to change the image.

Shown with available light

Unit Sizes

Graphic Size

23”

23.62" x 86.61"

31”

31.49" x 86.61"

33”

33.46" x 86.61"

39”

39.37" x 86.61"

InStore™

InStore™ is for you if you work with repeating promotions. It is an easy-to-work-with, frameless, double-sided, high-quality display
system. You will quickly get attention with your message. Just as quickly, you switch to a new one when the next promotion is
rolled out.
Graphic Size

15.75”

15.75”w x 64”h

15.75”

15.75”w x 72”h

15.75”

15.75”w x 79.75”h

21.5”

21.625”w x 64”h

21.5”

21.625”w x 72”h

21.5”

21.625”w x 79.75”h

29.75”

29.5”w x 64”h

29.75”

29.5”w x 72”h

29.75”

29.5”w x 79.75”h
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InStore
Unit Size: 15.75”w
Graphic Sizes: 15.75”w x 64”

Unit Size
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Sprint®

The Sprint® is an adjustable portable banner stand. Just open the carrying case, put the unit on the floor, attach the graphic, and
adjust the height. The Sprint® features a three-piece elliptical telescoping pole with a spin-lock mechanism to adjust the mast
and panel height up to 98’’. Sprint® units can be single or double-sided. A 50w Halogen spot-light with case is available. Rigid
substrates with profiled graphics can be used on the Sprint®. All units are silver. A canvas bag is available for transporting the
Sprint®.
Graphic Size
31.5”w x 78”h
31.5”w x 98”h
39.375”w x 60”h
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47.25”w x 98”h

Summit™

The Summit™ is a portable banner stand with a three-piece telescoping pole and spin-lock mechanisms which allow for adjustable
mast and panel height up to 96’’ Set the unit on the floor, attach the graphic, and adjust the height. Simply twist the spin-lock
mechanism and slide the base collar up and down. No tools needed. 50w halogen spotlight is available. All units available in
silver and black. The Summit™ can be a single or double sided unit. Rigid Substrates with profiled graphics can be used on the
Summit™.
Graphic Size
24”w x 30”h
32”w x 40”h
32”w x 78”h
39.5”w x 60”h
48”w x 96”h

Summit™ Style

The “Summit™ Style” is a portable banner stand perfect for long-term or permanent displays. The 11” flat, round, base takes
up minimal space and is great for high-traffic areas – nothing for people to step over. The telescoping pole features a spin-lock
mechanism, which allows for adjustable mast and panel height up to 96’’. Simply screw the pole into the base plate, attach the
graphic, and adjust the height. No tools necessary. A 50w halogen spotlight is available. All units are available in silver and black.
The Summit™ Style can be single or double sided. Rigid Substrates with profiled graphics can be used on the Summit™ Style.

Graphic Size
24”w x 30”h
32”w x 40”h
32”w x 78”h
39.5”w x 60”h
48”w x 96”h

BANNER STANDS | TELESCOPING
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Range™

The Range™ uses state-of-the-art edge magnet technology and a slide-lock hardware connection system to create a seamless
graphic mural or backdrop by combining multiple Summit™ units together. It can be single or double-sided, has adjustable mast
and panel height and comes with a carrying case. The bottom of the graphic is fully adjustable. No tools required. This product
only allows for Lambda laminated graphics.
Graphic Size
24”w x 30”h
32”w x 40”h
32”w x 78”h
39.5”w x 60”h
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48”w x 96”h

The Wall™

The Wall™ fabric graphic system is specially designed for large, dye sublimation graphics. The structure is constructed to adjust
from 48” to 144” wide and 36” to 144” high. Custom “Wall” units can be created greater than 144” in width. The Wall™ has
an adjustable, heavy-duty, lightweight, aluminum alloy constructed frame with simple twist-together assembly. Strong horizontal and vertical extension poles ensure extra stability. Choose the best graphic for your customer from our two dye sublimation
graphic options. The framework can be purchased without a graphic. The Wall™ can also be purchased with a compartmentalized soft carrying bag or hard case with wheels.

Wall™ Type

Adjustable Width

Adjustable
Height

A (Standard Unit)

48” to 96”

36” to 96”

B

48” to 120”

36” to 96”

C

48” to 144”

36” to 96”

D

48” to 120”

36” to 120”

E

48” to 144”

36” to 144”

Expand Linkwall

This highly flexible and reusable wall is a perfect investment to be used for different occasions and locations. The Expand LinkWall
is a display system with a magnetic solution and a built-in flexibility that enables the user to change the shape of the product.
The user can easily make it smaller or larger depending on space and bend it to different shapes to fit the event space. Change
the size of the mural by simply adding or removing panels to better fit your environment. It can be used as a straight wall on one
occasion, and thanks to the flexible panels, an S-Shape, L-Shape or Serpentine on other occasions.
Linkwall 3 Panel Kit
Includes:
• 8ft Expand Linkwall Display with Hardware
• Two 86.62” x 35.3” Lambda Bright Flat graphic panels
w/hardware
• One 86.62” x 23.62” Lambda Bright Connector
graphic panel w/hardware
• Two LED lights
• Hard shipping case

Relay™

The Relay™ uses edge magnet technology and a slide-lock connection at the top to create seamless murals by combining multiple Sprint® units together. It can be single or double-sided, has an adjustable mast and panel height and comes with a carrying
case for the hardware. This product only allows for Lambda laminated graphics.

Graphic Size
31.5”w x 78”h
31.5”w x 98”h
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Linkwall 5 Panel Kit
Includes:
• 8ft Expand Linkwall Display with Hardware
• Three 86.62” x 35.3” Lambda Bright Flat graphic panels
w/hardware
• Two 86.62” x 23.62” Lambda Bright Connector
graphic panel w/hardware
• Three LED lights
• Hard shipping case

39.375”w x 60”h
47.25”w x 98”h
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Table Throws & Chairs

V-Throws

V-Throw Full Dyesub table throws are seamless, wrinkle free, made of high
quality dye sub V-Fabric material. It is professionally hemmed, machine
washable and fire retardant.

6ft full dyesub V-Throw
table throw
Care Instructions
The table throws can be machine washed cold or warm. Do
not use bleach. Tumble dry on a low setting but the dryer
should not exceed 120 degrees. Remove immediately to
prevent wrinkling.
Seamless, wrinkle free, made of high quality
dye sub V-Fabric material.

With nine styles available, 6 ft and 8 ft sizes, economy and full, you can add any company
logo or message to give your customer the professional look they deserve. The Poly twill
fabric meets NFPA 701 small-scale fire retardant standards.
IMPORTANT: Table Throw fabric passes NFPA 701 Small Scale & California Section 13115

Full Size Table Throws
are seamed and hang to
the floor on all four sides.
6ft size
128”w x 86”h

Economy Size Table Throws
hang to the floor on three sides
and the back is open.

8ft Size

6ft size

152”w x 86”h

128’’w x 64’’h

Table Runners
hang over the front of
the Table Throw.

8ft Size

24’’w x 66’’h

30’’w x 66’’h

152’’w x 64’’h

live area
22’’w x 25’’h

live area
28’’w x 25’’h

Super Select Dye Sub Transfer
over entire Table Throw
(Backwall display not included)

Unprinted Table Throws
Full Size
6ft

Full Size
8ft

Economy Size
6ft

Economy Size
8ft

Soft Touch Premium Vinyl Table Throws - Maximum logo size is 45’’w
x 19’’h Soft Touch is a premium matte finished with soft touch and feel computer cut vinyl material. The vinyl is transferred to any standard color twill
table throw with a high temperature heat press. The vinyl is permanently
adhered and will not peel, crack, or fade. It can be washed and ironed.
Please refer to our color chart for available vinyl colors. Additional Soft
Touch vinyl colors may be available – please call if you do not find the color
you need.

Perma Logo Table Throws* – (Maximum logo size is 45’’w x 25’’h) Perma
Logo is a computer cut vinyl material. The vinyl is transferred to any standard color twill table throw with a high temperature heat press. The vinyl
is permanently adhered and will not peel, crack, or fade. It can be washed
and ironed. Please refer to our Perma Logo vinyl swatch cards for available
vinyl colors. Additional Perma Logo vinyl colors may be available – please
call if you do not find the color you need.

TABLE THROWS & CHAIRS

Table Throws

Table Runner on Table Throw

Perma Logo Vinyl on Table Throw
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Table Throws

TABLE THROWS & CHAIRS

Super Select Dye Sublimation Logo Appliqué Table Throws – (Maximum
logo size is 45’’w x 25’’h) This great, low cost alternative is produced by
creating a dye sublimation image which is profile cut and permanently
adhered to any standard color twill table throw with an industrial 3M fabric
adhesive. It can be washed and ironed. It is a great solution for government and university seals, complex corporate logos or any photo image
with defined edges. NOTE: Small detailed profile cutting of logos and text
are not available.

Super Select Dye Sublimation Front Transfer Table Throw – The size of
the dye sublimation portion is 128’’w x 28’’h for a 6’ throw and 152’’w x
28’’h for an 8’ throw. It is recommended to keep non bleed text or logo
images 1.5” from top and 1.5” from bottom. This standard Super Select
dye sublimation table throw is comprised of a full length front dye sublimation piece seamed to any standard color fabric with a resulting full size or
economy throw. The hem falls at the front edge of the table such that the
dye sublimation image is on the entire front of the throw. Dye sublimation
throws are produced on white twill only.

Super Select Dye Sublimation Transfer Over Entire Table Throw Image size for a 6’ table is 128’’w x 86’’h. Image size for an 8’ table is
152’’w x 86’’h. This custom Super Select dye sublimation table throw
allows you the flexibility of dye sublimation on the entire throw. Printed
on white Poly twill, this process is perfect for featuring photographic
images, color gradations or complex logos. This throw is printed in 2
pieces and seamed together to make a full or economy throw.

Super Select Dye Sublimation Appliqué & Perma Logo lettering
Table Throws - If your artwork consists of text and a complex logo
or image, this combined process is perfect. The text is applied as a
Perma Logo and photographic images, color gradations, or complex
logos are printed as a Super Select Dye Sublimation appliqué. The
appliqué is profile cut and then applied to the throw using an industrial
3M fabric adhesive.

Super Select Dye Sublimation
Appliqué on Table Throw

Super Select Dye Sublimation
Front Trans Table Throw

Super Select Dye Sublimation
Transfer over entire Table Throw

Super Select Dye Sublimation
Appliqué & Perma Logo
lettering on Table Throw

Flocking Table Throws – (Maximum logo size is 45’’w x 25’’h) Flocking
is a computer cut vinyl material with a felt like texture. It is transferred
to any standard color twill table throw with a high temperature heat
press. Flocking is permanently adhered and will not peel, crack, or
fade. It can be washed and ironed.

Flocking close up view

Table Throws
Contour Table Throws we offer 6 foot, 8 foot standard contour throws. We also offer custom sized premium
contour tension fabric table throws!
6’ Contour Table Throw
- Unprinted
- Dyesub Front
- Full Dyesub
8’ Contour Table Throw
- Unprinted
- Dyesub Front
- Full Dyesub

Convert-a-Throw Option Convert your 8ft throw to a 6ft throw then back again. Easy to do conversion takes under
a minute! It’s like having 2 throws in 1.
Attach the three velcro tabs to shorten both ends of the throw and adjust.

Carrying Bag
Constructed of heavy duty black canvas and is designed
to carry one table throw.
Perma Logo vinyl on carrying bag:
- Same logo as ordered throw
- Different logo than ordered throw

Hand-Held Fabric Steamer
Great For:
• Backlit fabrics
• Large wrinkled areas
• Larger displays
• Heavy fabrics

Hand-Held Steamer

TABLE THROWS & CHAIRS

Table Throw Accessories

Table throw Clip
Great to secure outdoors in windy conditions and prevents
slipping. Clip requires 3” of space under the table.
Clip fits table edge thickness
of ¾” to 1½”.

Carrying Bag without logo

Carrying Bag w/logo
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Table Throw Fabric & Vinyl Color Collection
Passes NFPA 701 Small Scale & California Section 13115
Soft Touch Premium Vinyl (colors available)

A variety of Soft Touch vinyl colors are stocked. All PMS colors are approximate. Utilize PMS books for Reference.
Sample

Name

PMS

Sample

WHITE

Name

PMS

Sample

BLACK

Name

PMS

GRAY

CG8U

ROYAL BLUE

7692C

DARK GREEN

553C

ORANGE

166C

RED

1797C

YELLOW

137C

NAVY

282U

CRIMSON

201U

Perma Logo Vinyl (colors available)

A variety of perma logo vinyl colors are stocked. All PMS colors are approximate. Utilize PMS books for Reference.
Sample

Name

PMS

Sample

TABLE THROWS & CHAIRS

WHITE

Name

PMS

Sample

Name

PMS

COLUMBIA BLUE

2383 C

TEAL

315 C

ROYAL BLUE

2757 C

NAVY BLUE

533

KELLY GREEN

7226 C

DARK GREEN

5535 C

DARK MAROON

5115 C

PURPLE

274 C

CARDINAL

195 C

LIGHT GOLD

1235 C

OLD GOLD

139 C

GOLD METALLIC

873 C

BROWN

black 4 C

SCARLET

1805 C

ORANGE

172 C

SILVER GRAY

WG2 C

GRAY

CG7 C

SILVER METALLIC

877 C

BLACK

Fabric Colors In Stock

All PMS colors are approximate. Utilize PMS books for Reference.
Sample

Name

PMS

Sample

Name

PMS

Sample

Name

PMS

WHITE

7500

CARIBBEAN

552C

IMPERIAL BLUE

281C

NAVY

295C

BLUE/GRAY

2181U

CADET BLUE

647U

BLUEBERRY

2145C

ROYAL BLUE

7686C

BRIGHT BLUE

661C

LIGHT NAVY

540U

SEASIDE GREEN

322C

KELLY GREEN

7726C

DARK GREEN

3308C

GREENELLA

366U

SAGE

5565C

BORDEAUX

202C

ATOMIC RED

187C

BURGUNDY

2049C

PURPLE II

2627C

PURPLE

2597C

DUNE

2316U

ARCTIC GRAY

434C

GRAY

409U

CHARCOAL

433U

WARM BROWN

412C

BLACK

Custom

Custom Fabric colors are a minimum order of 250 yards and take 2-4 weeks Lead Time. All PMS colors are approximate.
Sample

Name

PMS

Sample

Name

PMS

Sample

Name

PMS

BASIL

5615C

TUSCAN OLIVE

5777C

TOUCH OF LIME

2274U

KIWI

2282C

LIGHT JADE

7464U

JADE II

324U

LUNAR

651C

ALPS BLUE

291C

MIST

317U

PLUM

5115U

VIOLET

2177U

LAVENDER

2705U

LAVENDER HAZE

664U

LILAC MIST

516U

LILAC

2078U

BLUSH

700U

BALLET

7605U

QUARTZ

493C

SUMMERSET

1215U

YELLOW CHIFFER

600U

COGNAC

7549U

PALE GOLD

2006C

APRICOT

475U

BUTTER CREAM

7500U

DUNE II

726U

CREAM

7499U

IVORY

2309U

DIFFUSED LIGHT

7604C

ORANGE

171C

NEW CLAY

7619U

COPPER

145U

ROSEWOOD

695C

Special Order Flocking colors

Stock Flocking colors
Sample

Name

PMS

Sample

Name

PMS

Sample

Name

PMS

WHITE

RED

1795C

ROYAL

281C

BLACK

NAVY

289C

EMERALD

3425C

MAZE

143C

Director Chairs
Enhance the look of your exhibit by adding Director Chairs that
display your message.
Create an environment that promotes interaction between
attendees and exhibitors. You can personalize a Director Chair
with a company logo or sales message to match any display.
With Director Chairs, your customer will; feel welcome, relax
within your environment and stay in your booth longer to hear
about your company and products.
Frame Colors
Natural wood, White and Black
Weight limit
Standard Chair 18’’ .......... 230 lbs.
Counter Chair 30’’ ............. 230 lbs.

Director Chair 30”
w/Dye Sub back & seat

Dims
width: 21.5”
depth: 15.5”
seat height: 18”, 30”
arm height: 25.5”, 37.5”
back height: 34”, 46”

Director chairs in a
display environment.

Director Chair
w/Perma Logo.

TABLE THROWS & CHAIRS

Shipping Weight
Standard Chair 18’’ ..........10.25 lbs.
Counter Chair 30’’ .............13.85 lbs.

Fabric colors choices (with a PMS color equivalent) PMS colors are not exact interpretations of the actual fabric.

Black
(Process Black)

Khaki
(PMS 7506)

Red
(PMS 187)

Navy
(PMS 2767)

Royal Blue
(PMS 280)

Burgundy
(PMS 505)

Sailor Blue
(PMS 660)

White

Periwinkle
(PMS 660 @ 90%)

Caribbean
(PMS 322)

Hunter Green
(PMS 3308)
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Table Tops

Xpressions® Salesmate™

SalesMate™ is the best traveling sales and branding presentation tool on the market. It uniquely relays important messages and
raises brand awareness. Easy graphic change out makes customized sales calls a snap. It is the ideal ultra-portable display.
Quads

Skin Description

Skin Size

1x1

Flat

13.375 x 13.375

1x1

Single Twist

14.25 x 14.25

1x1

Double Twist

14.75 x 14.75

1x1

Horizontal Thread

15 x 13.375

1x1

Vertical Thread

13.375 x 15

1x2

Flat

13.375 x 26.25

1x2

Thread

13.375 x 28

1x2

Double Thread

13.375 x 29

1x2

Single Twist

13.375 x 26.75

1x2

Double Twist

13.375 x 27

Flat

13.375 x 39.5

1x3

Double Thread

13.375 x 43.375

1x3

Single Thread

13.375 x 41.375

2x1

Flat

26.25 x 13.375

2x1

Thread

28 x 13.375

2x1

Double Thread

29 x 13.375

2x1

Single Twist

26.75 x 13.375

2x1

Double Twist

27 x 13.375

4x1

Flat

52.25 x 13.375

4x3

Flat

52.25 x 41

Diamond

Diamond

19.75 x 19.75

2x2

Flat

27 x 27

3x3

Flat

41 x 41

Hex

Hex

26.25 x 41

Star

Star

13.375 x 13.375

Triangle

Triangle

13.375 x 13.375
Frame Configurations
1x3

TABLE TOPS | SALESMATE

1x3

2x2
2x3
3x3
4x3
4x4
3x5
3 Quad Pyramid
6 Quad Pyramid
Argyle
5 Quad X
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UltraLight X Series

The UltraLight X is the preeminent line of portable briefcase displays on the market. The remarkable UltraLight X offers plenty of
display real estate, yet easily folds into a slim portfolio-style, self-enclosed case.

XP

TABLE TOPS | BRIEFCASE DISPLAYS

Graphic Sizes:
Center - 22.5”h x 30.5”w
Side - 22.5”h x 14.5”w ea
Briefcase Dims:
Closed - 24”h x 32”w
Open - 22”h x 64”w

X32

Graphic Sizes:
Center - 30.5”h x 22.5”w
Side - 30.5”h x 10.5”w ea
Briefcase Dims:
Closed - 32”h x 24”w
Open - 32”h x 48”w

X24

Graphic Sizes:
Center - 22.5”h x 22.5”w
Side - 22.5”h x 10.5”w ea
Briefcase Dims:
Closed - 24”h x 24”w
Open - 24”h x 48”w

532

Graphic Sizes:
Center - 30.5”h x 22.5”w
Side - 30.5”h x 10.5”w ea
Briefcase Dims:
Closed - 32”h x 24”w
Open - 32”h x 48”w

X18

Graphic Sizes:
Center - 16.5”h x 22.5”w
Side - 16.5”h x 10.5”w ea
Briefcase Dims:
Closed - 18”h x 24”w
Open - 18”h x 48”w

XX

Graphic Sizes:
Center - 30.5”h x 30.5”w
Side - 30.5”h x 14.5”w ea
Briefcase Dims:
Closed - 32”h x 32”w
Open - 32”h x 64”w
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Graphic Sizes:
Center - 22.5”h x 22.5”w
Side - 22.5”h x 10.5”w ea
Briefcase Dims:
Closed - 24”h x 24”w
Open - 24”h x 48”w

VBurst™ Backlit Curved Table Top

When you need a backlit table top, want to highlight your marketing message or just want to bring your image to life through the
power of light, look no further - Get a 2x2 Curved VBurst Backlit Fabric Pop-up!
Graphics:
Dye sub Front ... 77.5” x 59.5”
Unprinted Back ... 68.5” x 59.5”
6ft Curved Frame:
Open ... 63.5”w x 59.5”h x 19.5”d
Collapsed ... 9”w x 9”d x 33.5”h
Lights:
Aluminum light hooks (2 per light kit)
34” T5 fluorescent lights (4 lights per light kit)

The SYNC self locking pop-up system takes pop-ups to the next level with fantastic lightweight, easily attached channel bars featuring recessed magnets to avoid damage.
Size: 5’3”h x 5’5”w
Weight: 60lbs. (Frame,Graphics, Channel Bars
and shipping case)

TABLE TOPS | FULL SIZE

Sync™ 22 Table Top

System: 2 quad x 2 quad curved self locking,
light weight, fully cross braced pop-up system
Fabric Panel & Endcap Options:
Silver/Grey Frontrunner (PMS 423c)
Blue Imperial Frontrunner (PMS 2757c)
Black-ecofi Lava (Pantone Black)
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Aviator™ Table Tops

TABLE TOPS | AVIATOR

The Aviator™ Table Top is a great solution with an upscale style. The black aluminum tube frame with push button assembly makes
setting up quick and easy. All Aviator™ Table Top graphics are finished in the pillowcase style. Top quality dye sublimation and
sturdy zippers bring the same fantastic Aviator™ hanging sign graphics to these Table Tops. A hard shipping case comes included
with every Aviator™ Table Top unit order.

Aviator™ Gust
Unit Size: 72”x48.5”
Graphic Sizes: 71.125”x48.875”

Aviator™ Splash
Unit Size: 72”x49.75”
Graphic Sizes: 65.8125”x49.0625”

Aviator™ Surf
Unit Size: 61”x43.75”
Graphic Sizes: 65.8125”x50.125”

Aviator™ Wave
Unit Size: 64”x41.5”
Graphic Sizes: 66”x45.5”

Aviator™ Wind
Unit Size: 75”x43”
Graphic Sizes: 79”x42.125”

Backlits

VBurst™ Flat 8ft Backlit

The VBurst™ 3x3 Flat BACKLIT is the only pop up backlit on the market that does not show hub shadows on the center
of the graphic face.
Graphic Specifications:
Dye sub Front ... 114.5” x 88”
Unprinted Back ... 93” x 88”
Lights:
Aluminum light hooks
(3 per light kit)
34” T5 flourescent lights
(6 lights per light kit)
3x3 Backlit Frame:
Open ... 88 x 88 x 12.5
Collaped ... 12 x 12 x 32

BACKLITS

Shipping Weight:
3x3 frame only .... 20 lbs.
3x3 frame,graphics and light kit .... 35 lbs.

VBurst™ Curved 8ft Backlit
The VBurst™ 3x3 curved BACKLIT is simple and easy to use.

Graphics:
Dye sub Front ... 102.75” x 87.75”
Unprinted Back .... 102” x 87.75”
8ft Curved Frame:
Open ... 90.5”w x 88”h x 26”d
Collaped ... 12”w x 12”d x 33.5”h
Lights:
Aluminum light hooks (3 per light kit)
34” T5 flourescent lights (6 lights per light kit)
Shipping Weight:
Frame only .... 18 lbs.
Frame, Graphics & Light Kit .... 34 lbs.

VBurst™ Flat 10ft Backlit
Graphic Specifications:
Dye sub Front ... 143.375” x 88”
Unprinted Back ... 121.5” x 88”
Lights:
Aluminum light hooks
(4 per light kit)
34” T5 flourescent lights
(8 lights per light kit)
4x3 Backlit Frame:
Open ... 117 x 88 x 12.5
Collaped ... 15 x 12 x 32
Shipping Weight:
4x3 frame only .... 23 lbs.
4x3 frame,graphics and light kit .... 45 lbs.

BACKLITS

VBurst™ Curved 10ft Backlit
Graphics:
Dye sub Front ... 129.75” x 87.75”
Unprinted Back ... 134” x 87.75”
10ft Curved Frame:
Open ... 115”w x 88”h x 32.5”d
Collaped ... 12”w x 15”d x 33.5”h
Lights:
Aluminum light hooks (4 per light kit)
34” T5 flourescent lights (8 lights per light kit)
Shipping Weight:
Frame only .... 23 lbs.
Frame & Graphics & Light Kit .... 47 lbs.
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VBurst™ Curved Table Top Backlit

The VBurst™ 2x2 curved BACKLIT. The same great backlit display for table tops.
Graphics:
Dye sub Front ... 77.5” x 59.5”
Unprinted Back ... 68.5” x 59.5”
6ft Curved Frame:
Open ... 63.5”w x 59.5”h x 19.5”d
Collaped ... 9”w x 9”d x 33.5”h
Lights:
Aluminum light hooks (2 per light kit)
34” T5 flourescent lights (4 lights per light kit)

BACKLITS

Shipping Weight:
Frame only .... 7 lbs.
Frame & Graphics & Light Kit .... 22 lbs.

Aura™ Backlit

AURA™ is a great backlit solution for any environment. Stable and stylish free-standing aluminum extrusion frame fits in perfectly
with any existing display.
AURATM 2472
Final Size: 19.4235”w x 69.3124”h
Live Area: 18.4375”w x 68.25”h
AURATM 4272
Final Size: 36.9374”w x 69.3124”h
Live Area: 35.875”w x 68.25”h
AURATM 4886
Final Size: 44.0485”w x 83.2985”h
Live Area: 43.0625”w x 82.3125”h

Panoramic® Lightboxes

Panoramic® Lightboxes give your messages added impact! Lights are UL Listed

Lightbox Size
8ft Panoramic® Lightbox:
94”h x 94”w
10ft Panoramic® Lightbox:
94”h x 118”w
Graphic Size
8ft Panoramic® Lightbox:
Print Size - 94.829”h x 94.829”w
Live Size - 93.843”h x 93.843”w
10ft Panoramic® Lightbox:
Print Size - 94.829”h x 118.829”w
Live Size - 93.843”h x 117.843”w
Weight
8ft Panoramic® Lightbox Freestanding:
80lbs. (Hardware Only)
10ft Panoramic® Lightbox Freestanding:
98lbs. (Hardware Only)

The Pliko™ has been upgrade by having each unit come with lighting already included on it. You can now choose to backlight your
message or not with one display. It is a Tool-Free, Lightweight, Durable SEG Aluminum Display. It is designed to collapse and fold
for easy set up and breakdown. Simply unpack and unfold frame, Install your SEG graphic, rotate feet and upright your display. A
hard shipping case is included in the price. Add Pliko™ Backlit to your exhibit space to get attention and keep it!

BACKLITS

Pliko™

Unit Dimensions
(Open) 108”w x 92”h x 8”d
(Closed) 11” x 66”
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Power Panel™

The Power Panel™ is a mural type panel which is produced at a larger width. When the Power Panel™ is placed on a curved or
flatwall pop-up display, it bows outward and creates a large backlit graphic. A reflector panel is attached behind the Power Panel™ to create a lightbox (the space between the graphic and the reflector). High intensity, fluorescent lights are hung within this
lightbox. The effect is a big, bold, backlit image with no structural elements of the display interfering
with the image.
Power Panel Dims
34” x Normal panel height

BACKLITS

Reflector Panel Dims
30” x Normal panel height

Supernova™ LED Lightbox

The innovative SuperNova™ LED Inline lightboxes combine exceptionally bright LED lights, modular engineered, an aluminum
frame, and silicone edge fabric graphics into a brilliant eye-catching display. The SuperNova LED lights are attached to the frame
which makes assembly easy and packaging a snap. 10 ft. and 20 ft. versions are available, in both one-sided and two-sided lightboxes. All have integrated cord management. The lightboxes use SuperNova LED lights, ensuring an exceptionally bright graphic
and thousands of hours of worry-free use.
Lightbox frame available in black & silver
Lightbox frame Dimensions:
96.5”w x 90.25”h x 25”d

Xpressions® 1x1 LED Lightbox

Pull your Xpressions®SNAP!™ display from it’s case and pop it up! A complete display in less than a minute. But wait, what’s this?
One more step? Plug it in? That’s right, when you outfit your Xpressions®SNAP!™ display with one or more LED LightBoxes there
is one more simple step! Xpressions® has been turning heads, pulling in booth traffic and defining event spaces all in a complete
hassle-free package since its debut. Now add the power of light to add attention at trade shows and create ambiance at events.
Your display remains hassle-free as the LED LightBox is already installed on the frame.

Xpressions®CONNEX™ transforms the Xpressions®SNAP!™ pop-up into an exciting modular display system perfect for trade
show or event environments. The key to unlocking your creativity is a simple innovation to the Xpressions®SNAP!™ frame: a simple clip on the hub and the addition of a trapezoid and square connecting shelf along with the original rectangular shelf. Connecting the frames at different angles or in straight lines adds yet another dimension to the Xpressions® exhibit. Dynamic connecting
skins are used in combination with square, trapezoid or rectangular connecting shelves to create dramatic inline spaces, concave
and convex configurations. Even create octagon islands for events. Add LED lightboxes to highlite your message!

BACKLITS

Xpressions® 1x3 LED Lightbox
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Counters & Monitor Stands

Xpressions® 223™ Counter

The Xpressions® 223™ Counter is both unique and functional. The Xpressions® Frame with folding black counter top combine
for a sturdy but portable solution. Covered in Xpressions® fabric graphics, this counter doesn’t have a bad side! Easy access
through the back of the skin allows for storage inside where you will find a small convenient shelf. The Xpressions® 223™ Counter goes with every other Xpressions® display and works just as well with other types of exhibits. It looks complete when used
on it’s own or in groups. Xpressions® 223™ Counter is different. It’s functional and it’s familiar all at the same time. A reliable
portable Counter from the display line that truly defies tradition.
Counter Frame
Open: 24” x 24” x 36”h
Collapsed: 5” x 5” x 40”h
Counter Top
Open: 24” x 24” x 1”
Collapsed: 12” x 24” x 1”
Material: Aluminum/Sintra
Black
Color:

The Xpressions® 223™ Workstation is both unique and functional. The Xpressions® Frame with folding black counter top and
vertical monitor mount combine for a sturdy but portable workstation solution. Covered in Xpressions® fabric graphics, the
counter and the vertical monitor mount carry your brand 360 degrees. This workstation doesn’t have a bad side! Easy access
through the back of the skin allows for storage inside where you will find a small convenient shelf. The Xpressions® 223™ Workstation goes with every other Xpressions® displays and works just as well with other types of exhibits. It looks complete when
used on it’s own or in groups of workstations. Xpressions® 223™ Workstation is different. It’s functional and it’s familiar all at the
same time. A reliable portable workstation from the display line that truly defies tradition.
Counter Frame
Open: 24” x 24” x 36”h
Collapsed: 5” x 5” x 40”h
Counter Top
Open: 24” x 24” x 1”
Collapsed: 12” x 24” x 1”

COUNTERS & MONITOR STANDS

Xpressions® 223™ Workstation

Monitor Stand
Open: 7” x 7” x 20.5”h
Collapsed: 5” x 5” x 21.5”h
Bracket (For mounting computer)
7” x 7” x 15.5”h
Material: Aluminum/Sintra
Color:
Black
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Xpressions® Monster Monitor Tower

A Monster Monitor Requires A Monster Tower. As the rental and purchase price of monitors goes down their presence at
tradeshows is increasing along with their size! Large-sized monitors are everywhere. A monster monitor needs a monster stand
and Xpressions® Monster Monitor Tower™ is up to the challenge. Holds up to a 55” monitor (we’ve used a 60” with no problem!) Best part about this strong monitor tower is that it’s Xpressions®... Up fast and down even faster and it’s style matches
your Xpressions® display perfectly! Monitor shown not included.

COUNTERS & MONITOR STANDS

Dimensions:
Tower: 24”d x 30”w x 88”h (open)
7”d x 5”w x 63”L (collapsed)
Monitor Mount: 30” x 30” (open)
Black Shelf: 28.5” x 12” (open)
Color: Black

Xpressions® Monster Monitor 8ft Display

A Monster Monitor Requires A Monster Display. As the rental and purchase price of monitors goes down their presence at tradeshows is increasing along with their size! Large-sized monitors are everywhere. A monster monitor needs a monster display and
Xpressions® Monster Monitor 8ft Display™ is up to the challenge. Holds up to a 55” monitor (we’ve used a 60” with no problem!) Best part about this strong monitor display is that it’s Xpressions®... Up fast and down even faster and it’s style matches
your Xpressions® display perfectly! Monitor shown not included.
Dimensions:
Tower: 24”d x 30”w x 88”h (open)
7”d x 5”w x 63”L (collapsed)
Monitor Mount: 30” x 30” (open)
Black Shelf: 28.5” x 12” (open)
Color: Black

Spennare Monitor Stand

Enhance your Pop Up display with a floor stand monitor mount. The Spennare Monitor Mount stand fits perfectly as an integrated flat screen monitor holder for your Backwall or Table Top Pop Up. Or simply use it as traditional flat screen floor monitor stand.
Holds up to a 42” maximum monitor size or 60lbs.
Monitor shown not included.

Max Dimension: 70.875”h 25”w x 14.75”d
Weight: 25lbs.
Material: Aluminum

The Modesto™ clear top counter will enhance any display. Use it as a podium, counter, media stand, resource center etc. The
options are endless. Constructed of polished aluminum poles and European Birch finish over plywood, with your choice of solid
colored or printed sintra panels, Modesto™ clear top counters will add style to your display. No tools are required and assembly can be completed in about a minute.
Dye Sub
Unit Size

Graphic Size

Live Area

23”w x 40.5”h

83.5”w x 31”h

16.25”w x 28”h
(centered)

COUNTERS & MONITOR STANDS

Modesto™

UV direct print
Unit Size

1/8” Sintra Print Size

23”w x 40.5”h

18” x 30.5”

Lambda
Unit Size

Lambda Print Size

23”w x 40.5”h

18” x 30.5”
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Expand® Podium

The Expand® Podium is a great communication station for your show, event or when recruiting. The podium comes with a
black top, 4 shelves (for storage), skirting and hardware for graphic assembly and carry bag. The Expand® Podium closes up
into a case for easy transportation.
Podium Size
Closed: 39.5625”h x 28.75”w x 17.6875
Open: 39.5625”h x 48.8125”w x 23.625

COUNTERS & MONITOR STANDS

Call for availability of custom color Podium tops:
White, Oak, Birch, Aluminum

Expolinc Case & Counter

The Expolinc Case & Counter is a spacious case with wheels that can convert into a stylish and stable counter. The soft rounded corners of the stone colored top along with your message on the graphic around the counter creates an inviting meeting
point. Two internal adjustable shelves included for discreet storage along with a graphic panel footer strip (Black) to complete
your counter display.
Counter Dims
Open: 54.75”w x 39.75”h x 23.25”d
Closed: 25.125”w x 38.375”h x
16.3125”d
Graphic Dims (Lambda Bright)
Size: 71.625”w x 36.218”h
Live Area: 57.5”w x 36.218”h
Counter Top Color:
Stone (black speckled)

Expolinc Soft Image Counter

Soft Image Counter is a sleek and sturdy meeting point. Use on its own or with a Pop Up Display to create a coordinated
environment.
Counter Dims (set-up)
39”H x 15”D x 39”W
Counter Top
42”H x 0.5”D x 15.5”W
Counter Top Color
• Stone (black speckled)

DUO Hello

The DUO Hello is a shipping case that turns into a counter and holds 2 retractable bannerstands. This solution offers maximum
exposure for your brand and an optimized work area for your sales people during presentations, training seminars, road shows,
recruiting or internal events!
Unit Size:
Closed & Packed - 38”H x 12”D x 18.5”W
Set-Up - 34.25”H x 18.5”D x 37.25”W
Graphic Size:
Live Area: 30” Centered
Final Size: 100” x 34.6”

A one of a kind solution that is light weight and easy to carry.
Graphic Dimensions:
62.25”w x up to 48”h (Standard counter
height is 42”)
Top and Bottom Plate Dimensions:
22” diameter
Top and Bottom Plate Color:
Black

COUNTERS & MONITOR STANDS

Spennare Round Up S10 Counter

The Round Up S10 is a perfect meeting point for one-to-one marketing. By connecting a graphic panel to a base and top
plate, you create a stable demo podium in 30 seconds. Use it as a single table or build columns of several units on top of each
other.
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IPad Kiosks & Holders

iPad Kiosk

Dims: 54”h x 15.5” w x 15.5”d
Colors: Black and Silver
Shipping Weight: Without Shipping case: 35lbs.
Shipping Box size: 11.25D” x 11.25W” x 53L”
Modular Assembly: (1) Clamshell iPad Frame, (2) Base
Plates, (1) Support (requires Philips Head Screw Driver)

iPad Kiosk MOD1333
IPAD KIOSKS & HOLDERS

Dims: 11.5”w x 18”d x 53”h
Kiosk Weight: 12lbs
Kiosk & Shipping Case Weight: 31lbs
Colors: Silver, Black and White

iPad Kiosk MOD1334

Dims: 13”w x 30”d x 53”h
Kiosk Weight: 17lbs
Kiosk & Shipping Case Weight: 39lbs
Colors: Silver, Black and White
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iPad Kiosk MOD1335

IPAD KIOSKS & HOLDERS

Dims: 11.5”w x 18”d x 53”h
Kiosk Weight: 11lbs
Kiosk & Shipping Case Weight: 31lbs
Colors: Silver, Black and White

iPad Maestro

Weight iPad Maestro only: 13lbs
iPad Maestro with Wheeled aluminum shipping case: 26lbs
iPad Maestro Dims: “16” x 16” x37” up to 60”
Wheeled aluminum shipping case Dims: 34.5” x 19.5” x 5”

iPad Custom Kiosk

Graphic Live Area:
21.5” from top down
(The Kiosk interferes with imagery past the point of 21.5” from top)
Kiosk Dims - 11.5”w x 46”h
Kiosk Base Dims - 9” x 11.5” x 17.5”
(Kiosk Base Design may vary depending on manufacturer’s date)
Kiosk Weight: 12lbs
Colors: Silver, Black and White

iPad Clamshell

Weight: 5lbs
Dimensions: 1”d x 8.25”w x 12”h (clamshell only)
Extrusion Attachment: 5” long
Color: Silver
Material: Aluminum with powder coated silver

IPAD KIOSKS & HOLDERS

iPad Clamshell Swivel

Weight: 6lbs
Dimensions: 1.5”d x 8.25”w x 12”h (clamshell only)
Extrusion Attachment: 5” long
Color: Silver
Material: Aluminum with powder coated silver
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Outdoor Displays

Event Tent™ 10x10 & 10x20

The Event Tent™ is a classic canopy style tent. Unlike tents from other suppliers our Event Tent™ canopies and side/backwalls are
constructed from Weather Guard™. Weather Guard™ is a water resistant material that provides a great shield against sun and
rain. The Event Tent™ can be utilized indoors or out to promote your event. With four sides and a sloping canopy your message
is visible from all angles and distances. Block out direct sun or wind with full walls or control traffic with half sidewalls.

OUTDOOR DISPLAYS
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Barricade Covers

Covers for rented crowd control barricades/bike racks. Turn an eyesore into opportunity. The simple solution to brand all crowd
control barricades, space defining A-Frames and rented bike racks. You can easily cover any rented barricade structure and offset
event costs by advertising your sponsors information. Create event awareness in photos, TV news cams and social media spots.
Print Size: 72”h x 96”w (Finished Size: 36”h x 96”w)
Makes a double sided graphic to go over one barricade.
Secure with velcro strips on each side.

Baseline™
OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

The BaseLine™ is an inexpensive lightweight aluminum “A” frame for use during indoor and outdoor events. The simplicity of the
BaseLine™ system is its greatest appeal. Featuring easy set up and three quick graphic attachment styles. Display your graphics
single or double sided. Graphics can be attached with bungees, velcro or a complete fabric cover of the frame.
Option 1-Graphics attached to frame with supplied bungees.

Graphic Type

Live Area

Microknit

92.125” x 31.125”

Saturn Vinyl

92.125” x 31.125”

Option 2 - Graphics attached to frame with velcro.

Graphic Type

Live Area

Microknit

98.5” x 39.75”

Saturn Vinyl

98.5” x 39.75”

Option 3- Graphics covering the sides and ends of the entire frame.

Graphic Type

Live Area

Microknit

98.5” x 39.75” x 25”d

Ridgeline™

The Ridgeline™ is an effective message or branding carrier and a super outdoor space definer that can be used to attract attention
at any indoor and outdoor event. Ridgeline™ is extremely compact when unassembled and portable. An ideal display in all kinds
of environments. It’s unique spring construction allows the product to virtually unfold itself once you take it out of the bag. Putting
it back together is done in a few easy steps - it does not get any easier than that.
Unit Dimensions
Collapsed - 26”w x 27”h x 6”d
Open - 24.5”w x 23”h x 79”l

Banshee™

The Banshee™ kinetic banner system is designed to be used indoors or outdoors in most weather conditions. The six unique
shapes are designed to give you a variety of options to display your marketing message at Events, Trade Shows, Promotional
Marketing and more. The message bleeds through and can be seen on both sides of the display. This system has two mechanisms
to handle wind: a bearing polypropylene bushing allowing the graphic to rotate out of the wind; but equally important is that the
top baton section bends at the same time as the whole unit swivels out of the wind and therefore handles gusts from any direction
very well. Banshee™ is a simple, durable and effective banner system.

Size

Graphic Size

Unit Height

Concave, Convex,
Straight, Angled

21.625”w x 78.75”h

8.2 ft.

Drop

29.5”w x 67”h

7.2 ft.

Rectangle

21.625”w x 90.5”h

9.2 ft.

Size

Graphic Size

Unit Height

Concave, Convex,
Straight, Angled

23.625”w x 102.375”h

10.2 ft.

Drop

37.375”w x 80.75”h

8.4 ft.

Rectangle

23.625”w x 114.188”h

11.2 ft.

Size

Graphic Size

Unit Height

Concave, Convex,
Straight, Angled

31.5”w x 133.875”h

13.5 ft.

Drop

43.188”w x 104.375”h

11 ft.

Rectangle

31.5”w x 151.5”h

15 ft.

OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

Small

Medium

Large
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Alfresco™

OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

The Alfresco™ banner stand is designed for outdoor banner applications. The base has a lightweight tank that can be filled
with water or sand. The durable, click-stop mast provides a secure, balanced structure that sets up in minutes and stays put. A
bulls-eye locking system in each corner maintains a flat, even shape. The Alfresco™ can be purchased with or without a graphic.
Super Select Sports Mesh is strongly recommended for use on the Alfresco™ system. Sports Mesh is wind resistant … perfect
for outdoors!
Unit Sizes

Graphic Final Sizes

16”w,
19” deep

24” - 39”w x
60” - 78”h

MediaScreen™ 2 AWD

The MediaScreen™ 2 AWD (All Weather Display) is the outdoor banner stand that carries all the style and features of an indoor
premium stand but with tough as nails outdoor hardware. The MediaScreen™ 2 AWD is a double-sided unit tough enough for
outdoor weather conditions. The supporting masts and graphics are retracted into the silver-on -chrome base. The unit is designed
with a heavy duty base and spring supported mast. Two black padded storage bags are standard with all units.
Unit Size

Graphic Sizes

33.5” w

33.25”w x 76”h

Rally Banner™

The Rally Banner™ is designed for outdoor banner displays. The graphic is attached to the frame with multiple secure connections
for greater stability. With the ability to adjust the height up to 16’ your audience will notice your message from great distances at
your next event.
Graphic Options

Final Size

Live Area

Dacron or Weave

44”w x 55”h
to 145”h

42”w x
53”h to 143”h

SkyBlade™ is a lightweight and portable flag stand perfect for outdoor events. Comes with a weighted base or ground stake. For
windy conditions add additional weight. With one or multiple units and three different heights available your message will have
exceptional visibility for all to see.
Regular Size
Graphic Options
Weave not available
for double sided

Final Size

Live Area

Dacron or Weave

40.5”w x
70.75”h

37.75”w x
68.75”h

Graphic Options
Weave not available
for double sided

Final Size

Live Area

Dacron or Weave

40.5”w x
110”h

37.75”w x
108.5”h

Graphic Options
Weave not available
for double sided

Final Size

Live Area

Dacron or Weave

40.5”w x
149.5”h

37.75”w x
147.5”h

OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

Skyblade™

Super Size

Giant Size
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Outpost™

The Outpost™ is a durable outdoor double sided display. It features a tool-free assembly and rugged aluminum steel construction.
The dual spring design flexes to help withstand wind gusts. The base can be filled with water or sand for extra stability and has
wheels for moving indoors after hours. The Outpost™ is a great display for indoor and outdoor events.

Print Size

OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

23.375w” x 33.125”h

Valet™

Easy to move and set up anywhere, the Valet™ is perfect for outdoor or indoor use. Great for corporate environments, trade
shows, expos, events and more. Just find your perfect location, spread out the dual board hinged display and the Valet™ will be
sure to catch the attention of pedestrians and motorists alike. The Valet™ comes in two sizes 25” x 45” or 25” x 36”. The Valet™
is hinged which makes the double sided features perfect to display multiple messages in high traffic areas! Outdoor signage
needs to be stable on windy days or in poor weather conditions. The Valet™ stays in place and is sturdy enough to use in most
applications. When increased weight is desired the Valet™ can be filled with sand to add 5lbs. more weight per side. Constructed
of heavy duty durable plastic for long life, the Valet™ can take a beating and still look great for years. Graphics can be mounted
permanently to the unit. Need replaceable graphics? No problem, the Valet™ features optional easy to use mounting hardware
for easy graphic change out or velcro graphics.
Lambda: (Options: Bright, Duraflex and Metallic)
Unit Size

Graphic Size

25” x 45”

23.75” x 36”

25” x 36”

23.75” x 24”

UV direct print: (Options: .020 Styrene)
Unit Size

Graphic Size

25” x 45”

23.75” x 36”

25” x 36”

23.75” x 24”

Valet 360: Fabric cover
Unit Size
25” x 45”
25” x 36”

Graphics & Graphic Processes
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Graphic Capabilities

Qualified as a G7 Master Printer
in the services of Digital Wide /
Grand Format Inkjet.
Have a Structure? We can Skin it!
For years we have been creating custom PREMIUM FABRIC GRAPHICS for any custom structure. Simply stated, Have a
Structure? We can Skin it! Along with fabric our capabilities extend into the DIRECT PRINT, UV PRINT and LAMBDA LASER
PHOTO graphic worlds.
We are committed to helping you retain customers and grow your business by providing you real value. Our goal is to deliver
results that make you look good every day.

Process

Product

Application

Grand Format Fabric Graphics - Dye Sub process, Print to paper,
Flash transfer dye method.
Grand Format
Dye Sub

Large Format
Dye Sub

Lambda

Latex
Printing

UV Direct
Print

Specifications

• Trade Show
• Interior Space Design
• Small to Monster Wall
• Retail - P.O.P.
• Exhibits Museums
• Outdoor Banners
• Extrusion Displays

Grand Format Size:
Up to 118” High Definition 1080 dpi
Printing.

Large Format Fabric Graphics - Dye Sub process, Print to paper,
Flash transfer dye method.
• Banners, graphics, table throws and covers of any kind.
• Over twenty different fabrics including opaque, backlit
and mesh options
• Select Large Format and Colossus Grand Format in 4 and
8 color versions
• Large format graphics finished with silicone edge material
• Large custom graphics of any kind

• Trade Show
• Interior Space Design
• Small to Monster Wall
• Retail - P.O.P.
• Exhibits Museums
• Outdoor Banners
• Extrusion Displays

Max Output Size:
Variable determined
by Fabric/Specific Output
- Select 70” x 300”
- Colossus 118” x 540”
Any Size with Seams

Photoprint - Digital Laser Exposed Graphics
- Bright
- Duratrans Backlit
- Duraflex
- Metallic

• Trade Show Exhibits
• Museums
• Interior Space Design
• Retail - P.O.P.

Max Output Size:
48” x 180”

Large Format Graphics to 9oz.,13oz. & 15oz.
Vinyls - outdoor ink print process
• 13oz. Vinyl
• Mesh Vinyl 9oz.
• Blackout Vinyl, 15oz.

• Indoor / Outdoor
• banners for any
• application

Individual Pieces 62” max by fall.
Sewn graphics of much larger sizes are
possible, call with specific need.

Large Format Graphics to rigid or flexible substrates UV ink print process (UV Direct Print)
• Plexi & other Acrylics
• Styrene
• Sintra
• Positionable Vinyls (controltac)
• Greenboard
• Various Floor Graphic options
• uVision-it! Commercial Grade Wallpaper
• UV Direct Print (80” backlit)
• UltraBoard (Equivalent to Gator Foam)
• Reposition-it Low Tac Temporary Vinyl
• StreeTag outdoor ground graphic
• TacTac™

• Trade Show Exhibits
• Interior Space Design
• Event Architecture
• Dimensional Graphics
• Kiosks and Counters
• Commercial Grade
• Wallpaper (uVision-it!)
• Museums
• Outdoor Banners
• Retail - P.O.P.

Max Substrate thickness of 1” thick
Max Output Size 98” wide x Variable
determined by substrate.

• Vivid Deep Color
• Neutral Double Blacks
• Smooth Gradients

• Increased Mid Tones
• Lifelike Skin Tones
• Super Crisp Detail

HDL Laminate
- HDL Satin
- HDL Matte
- HDL Gloss
- HDL Black

Hardware Capabilities
Process

Fabrication

Display
Hardware

UL
Certification

Product

Specifications

• Tension Fabric Tube
Structures
• Freestanding & Hanging
Extrusion Systems
• Panoramic Displays

N/A

Numerous Options for Graphic Display Hardware
• Pop-ups
• Bannerstands
• Hanging overhead displays

• Trade Show Exhibits
• Interior Space Design
• Events indoor/ outdoor
• Dimensional Graphics
• Retail - P.O.P.
• Outdoor Banners
• Kiosks and Counters

N/A

inTouch Interactive Products
• 20” Interactive Kiosks
• 32” Interactive Tables
• 46” Interactive Tables
• 93” Interactive, 3-Panel Wall
• 80” Interactive Wall
• iPad App

• Permanent Installations
• Retail POP
• Kiosks and Counters
• Sales Teams
• Trade Show Exhibits
• Interior Space Design
• Events

1, 2, or 3gb content packages with indepth, data analytics on the back end,
all aimed at providing qualified leads
and quantified R.O.I. Comprehensive
technical support coupled with an Annual Support package makes the inTouch a
hassle-free solution to interactive needs.

Certified in compliance with UL (Underwriters Laboratories)

Panoramic Lightboxes,
cords, jump cords and
power supply

UL 48, Electric Signs
CSA C22.2 No. 207-M89 for Portable
and Stationary Electric Signs and
Displays
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Technology

Application

Numerous Options for Fabrication
• Welding
• Bending
• Cutting
• Printed
• Sewn
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Lambda
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Lambda photo prints are the highest quality trade show graphics available.
A Lambda print is produced by digital laser exposure to photographic
film. Print options for Lambda include Lambda Bright, Lambda Duratrans,
Lambda Duraflex and Lambda Metallic.

LAMBDA BRIGHT - A Lambda Bright print is a long lasting, flexible, resin coated, paper based print that produces high
quality continuous tone photos.
LAMBDA DURATRANS - A Duratrans print is a flexible, plastic based print material that produces high quality backlit
photos.
LAMBDA DURAFLEX & LAMBDA METALLIC - Lambda Duraflex print is a flexible, plastic based print material that
produces high quality, continuous tone photos. A Lambda Metallic print is a flexible, rosin coated, paper based print which
adds a pearlescent shine and color saturation to the graphic image. We recommend HDL Matte HDL Gloss laminate for
Lambda Metallic prints.

Dry Erase Laminate
Dry Erase Laminate is a clear 2mil pressure sensitive
laminate that gives the ability to add a dry erase
board feature to UV direct print or Lambda graphics.
To make your next indoor substrate or laminate
display interactive use the Dry Erase Laminate
feature.
Product Opacity: Clear
Available Widths: 51” max
Material Surface Options: Glossy
Adhesive Material: Pressure sensitive overlam for
dry erase applications

Use Dry Erase Laminate on the following applications:
UV direct print
Sintra
PETG
Styrene
Ultraboard
Coroplast
12oz Saturn vinyl
Reposition-it
Controltac Positional Vinyl

Lambda
Bright
Duraflex
Duratrans

Poly 5 Lay Flat
Poly 5 lay flat is a UV Direct Print Anti-Curl Lay Flat material for High Volume
bannerstand orders.
• Vibrant color
• Clean Matte finish
• Non Laminated high-quality graphic
• Only available for retractable banner stands
• Great alternative when laminated look is desired
• Minimizes curling associated with laminated graphics in banner stands.

Pronto™ 33.25”w x 95”h
w/Poly 5 graphic

Reposition- it™ can be used on multiple surfaces such as; glass or other glossy surfaces, plastic, paint and other graphic materials. The smoother and cleaner the surface
the longer your image will stay flat and in position.
Reposition-it™ can be easily removed and re-applied during installation.
Print Process
UV direct print to material
Available Widths
54” max
Material Surface Options
White and Clear
Adhesive Material
Pressure sensitive with premium removability
Reposition-it™ graphic
applied to a wall

UStick-it™ Adhesive Wallpaper
UStick-it™ Adhesive Wallpaper is a peel and stick wallpaper. The texture helps
hide wall imperfections and reduces glare. Great option to apply across walls,
around corners and onto ceilings. Excellent print quality, detail and high end
interior results. Convenience - Great look of traditional wallpapers without the
hassle of traditional install.
Print Process
UV direct print to material
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Reposition-it™ Graphic Coverings

Available Widths
52” max
Material Surface
Medium stipple texture
Adhesive Material
Pressure sensitive 13mil vinyl film with adhesive back.
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UVision-it™ Image Wallcoverings
uVision-it™ certified wall coverings enhance any environment.
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Three popular texture styles:
Mystical - has a fine sand texture with a smooth feel.
Suede - has a rough pitted texture with a moderately flat touch.
Mongahello - has a rough stucco designed texture with hills and valleys.
All three styles yield state of the art image quality, make the most of the
digital imaging process combining color, light, shape and shadow to bring
your walls alive beyond expectations.

NOTE: Contact the installer of your choice before ordering.
• Contact the installer of your choice before ordering. This will help assure
you will have the most accurate information needed to order and produce
your wall covering to determine roll width preference and any other
pertinent installation specific details.
• Maximum width is 52’’ wide for a single piece by 20’ high. Call for taller
heights, borders or other horizontal applications. When ordering please
specify the desired width and length of each strip.
• Our material is over printed by 1” for overlap cuts to help the installation process.
• Before cutting, examine to make certain color is satisfactory and as ordered. Install wall covering on a prepared
surface. Be sure to use adequate lighting and temperature conditions that will exist when the space is occupied.

TacTac™ Peel & Stick Graphics
TacTacTM is a great pressure sensitive peel & stick material that can be used indoors
or outdoors. Use it on Walls, Windows, Doors and Laminated Panels.
TacTacTM material can be wrapped around corners and poles. Cover walls, tables,
counter surfaces and other structures in retail interiors. With near opaque thickness,
TacTac™ can be used to cover up existing graphics on many different surfaces. We
recommend testing a sample on the surface you are covering. Contour or kiss cut
to fit your design needs. It withstands any temperature or climate change without
shrinking or curling.
We proudly use our state of the art UV Direct print process and iCut machines to
create, what we feel, is the best peel & stick material available today...TacTacTM It is
non-toxic, safe and biodegradable.

Easy peel and stick graphics.

Print Process: UV direct print to material
Available Widths: 58” max print width
Material Surface: White matte
Adhesive Material: Pressure sensitive .012” reusable media with adhesive back.

Use for wall graphics.

Wallchalker™
Wallchalker™ is a black slightly textured vinyl that elevates the
humble chalkboard into a dynamic new media for
commercial and residential use. Virtually any flat surface
is a canvas for WallchalkerTM. Make a chalkboard the size
of a wall in a fraction of the time it takes with messy paint.

NOTE: We Strongly Recommend A Test Sample Prior to Purchase. Application surface should be smooth with a
semi-gloss paint and clean. DO NOT apply Wallchalker
to matte or semi-matte (satin) paints. A 1/8” no print
border is required.

Available to be used Indoor & Outdoor
Print Max: 46”
Graphic Process: UV Direct Print
Graphic Thickness: 4.6 mil
Applications Include:
• Walls
• Tables
• Point-of-Purchase
• Menu Boards
• Architectural Designs
• Meeting Rooms
• Kitchen Sign Boards
And much more!

WallchalkerTM Residential Solutions
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WallchalkerTM can be cut into unique shapes to create
specialty message boards that capture the attention of customers. The deep rich black of Wallchalker™ makes chalk and
liquid chalk pop. WallchalkerTM wipes clean with an eraser or
damp cloth sponge.
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Art Canvas™
Art Canvas™ is a square weave archival print canvas. Great
for retail environments, interior enhancements, university
signage, designer messaging and more.
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Art Canvas™ looks great attached to a wall or applied to
a stretcher frame for a true art gallery look. Multiple frame
sizes available. Many sizes not listed.
Popular Art Canvas Graphic w/Frame Sizes:
16” x 20”
24” x 36”
36” x 48”
48” x 60”
Graphic: Canvas Material
Print Process: UV
Max Print size: 70”
Weight: 9.5 oz
Material: A square weave that is 65% Polyester and 35% Cotton with acrylic coating
Wooden Frame bars: 1.5” thick

Big Banners
Big Banners utilize outdoor ink.
Indoor or outdoor use.

9oz.
Individual Pieces 62” max by fall. Sewn graphics of much larger sizes
are possible, call with specific need.
Surface texture: Matte
Opacity Level: N/A

13oz. Blockout Vinyl (indoor)
Individual Pieces 62” max by fall. Sewn graphics of much larger sizes
are possible, call with specific need.
Surface texture: Matte
Opacity Level: Opaque
15 oz. Blockout Vinyl
Individual Pieces 62” max by fall. Sewn graphics of much larger sizes
are possible, call with specific need.
Surface texture: Matte
Opacity Level: Great

Graphics applied to various
outside structures.

Window Perf

Window Perf is ideal for exterior-mount window graphics. The print area of
65/35 means you get 65% of your image retained with only 35% perforation. This is much better than the 50/50 print area most window perforation
graphics offer. Window Perf has a gloss surface and displays text and small
details to help catch your audience’s eye at
your next event.
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13oz.
Individual Pieces 62” max by fall. Sewn graphics of much larger sizes
are possible, call with specific need.
Surface texture: Gloss
Opacity Level: Good

Available Widths
54” max
Material Surface
Gloss
Perf Specifications
35% Perforated
65% Retained

Window Perf perforation
close up view

Window Perf used
in a retail display window.
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QuickDrop™
Trade shows do not get any easier than this. Travel to and
from your next trade show with a single 13” x 19” - 6lb
bag. Designed to attach directly to an exhibit supplied
pipe and drape system QuickDropTM is simply the fastest
most convenient solution.
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Either by using the supplied ball bungees and hooks or
by utilizing the top pole on any pipe and drape structure
QuickDropTM is simple convenient, economical and a
super traveler. As fast as the QuickDropTM is put up it can
be taken down, folded up and your off to meet the next
opportunity or catch an early flight.

Shown on typical exhibit hall pipe & drape - Not Included.

If you need a graphic up fast at your next indoor event or
show get the QuickDropTM and get right to business.

Standard
QuickDropTM

Graphic
Live Area

Graphic
Final Size

Graphic Options
Poly Knit & Brilliance
Grommets
3/8” Silver
Ball Bungee Color
Black
Shipping Weight
10ft. Standard Graphic 5.5 lbs.
(add 2 - 5 lbs. for box and packing)

10’ Graphic

109” x 88”

111” x 94”

• Every QuickDropTM system comes standard with Graphic w/
pole pockets and hidden grommets, 5 Ball Bungees,
5 Hooks and black carry bag.
• For additional Ball Bungees and/or Hooks see Accessories
section below.
• QuickDropTM Graphics can also be used with top pole of
any pipe and drape system by threading the pole through
the top pole pocket.
• Check show regulations regarding the use of exhibit hall
pipe and drape for hanging a graphic. Rules vary from
hall to hall.

Black carry bag, bungees
and hooks.

View of Ball Bungee
thru corner grommet.

Exhibit Pipe & Drape Hook

Ball Bungee (Black)
• White available on request

InStep™ Vinyl Graphic Flooring
InStep™ vinyl flooring is perfect to add to existing or new display environments
to promote your message. Create full color flooring, directional signage, product branding and other creative product promotions.

Close up of InStep vinyl flooring
with an iPad kiosk stand.

InStep™ Adhesive Hard Floor Graphic
The material is designed to be temporary and to not leave any glue residue behind
when it is removed. It is only to be used indoors. The hard floor version can be used
on tile, sealed wood and sealed concrete. The carpet version is designed for low pile
carpet.
Both versions are laminated and UL approved for slip resistance.
Two Versions Available - For Indoor use only.
Hard Floor
(Intended for short-term, temporary applications on hard floors for up to 6 months
under normal conditions.)
Carpet (Low Pile)
(Intended for short-term, temporary applications on low pile carpeted floors for up to 3
months under normal conditions.)
Adhesive Floor Graphics
applied to the floor.

Lambda Floor Graphics
Lambda Floor graphics are great for any indoor event or trade show environment. Use them for audience directional assistance and full color brand promotion to help in the success of your next product or event.
Photo realistic floor graphics that can be profile cut to shape. Floor Grip Glue
bonds firmly to your print while the removable side provides a secure bond to
floors or surfaces but allows the graphic to be removed easier.
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Print Process: UV with white ink, Direct
Print Second Surface
Available Widths: 58” max
Material Surface: 75mil UV printable vinyl
flooring
Backing Material: Anti-slip backing option
available.

Print Process: Lambda process on Duraflex material
Available Widths: 48” max
Material Surface: Satin
Backing Material: Floor Grip glue.

Lambda Vinyl Flooring profile
cut and applied to floor.
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InStep™ Carpet Graphics
InStep™ carpet graphics are perfect for any indoor
event or trade show environment. Use them for full
color exhibition flooring, mats, carpet tiles or runners
to direct your audience and promote your product.
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Print Process: Dye Sublimation
Available Widths: 118” max
Material Surface: 1/8” thick Polyester Felt
Backing Material: 8oz. rubber to reduce sliding.
Benefits:
• Rubber backing reduces sliding
• Good abrasion resistance to foot traffic
• Vibrant color prints
• Full color Colossus dyesub

Carpet image mimics wood flooring

Create environments

InStep™ carpet is 1/8” thick. This includes polyester felt
and rubber backing.

Continue your image to the floor

Display Cases & Crates

Display Cases & Crates

VBurst™ Case
- interior size: 34”h x 24.5”w x 13”d
- exterior size: 38”h x 26”w x 15”d
- weight when empty: 22 lbs

EZ-roller Case*
- interior size: 34”h x 24.5”w x 13”d
- exterior size: 38”h x 26”w x 15”d
- weight when empty: 23 lbs

DISPLAY CASES & CRATES

* Same as VBurst™ Case with added separators
for pop-ups with mural graphics.

O Case 39.5”h & 50.75”h
O Case 39.5”h
- interior size: 39.5”h x 14”w
- exterior size: 45”h x 16”w
- weight when empty: 12 lbs
O Case 50.75”h
- interior size: 50.75”h x 14”w
- exterior size: 55”h x 17”w
- weight when empty: 15 lbs

R Case 42”h & 50”h
R Case 42”h
- interior size: 40”h x 5.5”w
- exterior size: 42”h x 6”w
- weight when empty: 4.25 lbs
R Case 50”h
- interior size: 49”h x 8”w
- exterior size: 51”h x 9”w
- weight when empty: 7.75 lbs

Xpressions® Case
- interior size: 35”h x 13”w x 13”d
- exterior size: 41”h x 14”w x 14”d
- weight when empty: 13 lbs

SYNC™ Case
- interior size: 37”h x 24”w x 15.5”d
- exterior size: 38”h x 26.5”w x 18”d
- weight when empty: 30 lbs

Display Cases & Crates

Navigator™ , Aviator™ & AURA™ Case
- interior size: 48”h x 24”w x 9”d
- exterior size: 52”h x 28”w x 9.5”d
- weight when empty: 25 lbs

Grand Stand Case 72”h
- interior size: 71”h x 6.5”w x 5”d
- exterior size: 72”h x 7.5”w x 6”d
- weight when empty: 17 lbs

This is not a shipping case.

Black Nylon Case 40.5”h
- interior size: 39.5”h x 4.75”w
- exterior size: 40.5”h x 5.75”w
- weight when empty: 4 lbs
Black Nylon Case 48”h
- interior size: 47”h x 5.75”w x 5”d
- exterior size: 48”h x 5.75”w
- weight when empty: 5 lbs

Soft Rolling Case
This is not a shipping case.

- interior size: 31”h x 12”w x 12”d
- exterior size: 34”h x 14”w x 14.75”d
- weight when empty: 7.4 lbs

Event Tent Case
- interior size: 72”h x 12”w
- exterior size: 73”h x 13”w
- weight when empty: 24 lbs

DISPLAY CASES & CRATES

Black Nylon Case with core tube 40.5”h & 48”h

Director Chair Case
- interior size: 41”h x 23”w x 9”d
- exterior size: 42”h x 24”w x 9”d
- weight when empty: 18.5 lbs
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DISPLAY CASES & CRATES

Display Cases & Crates
P Case
P Case 38”
- interior size: 38”h x 12”w
- exterior size: 39”h x 13”w
- weight when empty: 18 lbs

G Case
G Case 38”
- interior size: 38”h x 12”w
- exterior size: 39”h x 13”w
- weight when empty: 18 lbs

P Case 50”
- interior size: 50”h x 12”w
- exterior size: 51”h x 13”w
- weight when empty: 20 lbs

G Case 50”
- interior size: 50”h x 12”w
- exterior size: 51”h x 13”w
- weight when empty: 20 lbs

P Case 72”
- interior size: 72”h x 12”w
- exterior size: 73”h x 13”w
- weight when empty: 24 lbs

G Case 72”
- interior size: 72”h x 12”w
- exterior size: 73”h x 13”w
- weight when empty: 24 lbs

P Case 36”
- interior size: 36”h x 16”w
- exterior size: 37”h x 17”w
- weight when empty: 20 lbs

G Case 42”
- interior size: 42”h x 16”w
- exterior size: 43”h x 17”w
- weight when empty: 21 lbs

P Case 42”
- interior size: 42”h x 16”w
- exterior size: 43”h x 17”w
- weight when empty: 21 lbs

G Case 50”
- interior size: 50”h x 16”w
- exterior size: 51”h x 17”w
- weight when empty: 23 lbs

Small Panoramic® Crate
Dimension:
24” x 15.5” x 98” (interior)
27” x 24.5” x 102” (exterior)
Weight: 170 lbs

One Way Shippers
Standard wooden crates that we offer for shipping rigid
substrates, sintra, plex, etc. Required when 1 dimension
exceeds 48”.
Consist of:
2x4 frames with 1/4” plywood covering top & bottom.
1/2” x 3” durable cell foam lining on inside of 2x4 for
protection during transit.

Panoramic® H-Line Vertical Crate
Dimension:
49”w x 45”d x101”h (exterior)
Weight: 550 lbs

Medium Panoramic® Crate
Dimension:
24” x 24” x 98” (interior)
27” x 33” x 102” (exterior)
Weight: 185 lbs

Large Panoramic® Crate
Dimension:
48.5” x 28” x 98” (interior)
53.5” x 36” x 103” (exterior)
Weight: 450 lbs

Panoramic® H-Line Crate
Dimension:
46” x 35” x 99.25” (exterior)
Weight: 465 lbs

Lights & Accessories

Display Light Options
VBurst™ light

Sync™ light

Watt: 150 Halogen
Dims: 9” x 9” x 22”
Weight: 5 lbs
Color: Black
Bag: Optional

Watt: 150 Halogen
Dims: 9” x 9” x 22”
Weight: 5 lbs
Color: Black
Bag: Optional

Universal BCL light

50 Watt Halogen light

50 Watt Halogen light

LED Arm Light

LIGHTS & ACCESSORIES

Watt: 200 Halogen
Dims: 9” x 9” x 22”
Weight: 5 lbs
Color: Black
Bag: Optional

Watt: 35 Halogen
Dims: 9” x 9” x 22”
Weight: 5 lbs
Color: Silver
Bag: Included in price

Watt: 50 Halogen
Dims: 9” x 9” x 22”
Weight: 5 lbs
Color: Silver
Bag: Included in price

Watt: 200 Halogen
Dims: 9” x 9” x 22”
Weight: 5 lbs
Color: Black
Bag: Optional

Watt: 50 Halogen
Dims: 9” x 9” x 22”
Weight: 5 lbs
Color: Black or Silver
Bag: Optional

Watt: LED
Dims: 9” x 9” x 22”
Weight: 5 lbs
Color: Black
Bag: Optional

Light Bag (holds two lights)
Dims: 19” x 13” x 3”
Holds two of the following type of lights:
Burst, VBurst, LED Pop-Up, 50 Watt
Halogen, SYNC & Wave
Shown with two 50 watt
halogen lights.

Hanging Hardware for Large Banners
Hanging Hardware for easy suspension system for large
format, fabric banners.
Each system consists of 1.5” diameter silver aluminum poles
that twist together and include ¼” / 20 lb. eyebolts on each
end of the assembly for effortless hanging.
Standard Sizes: 5’, 10’, 15’ and 20’

Close up of an end with eyelet.

Banner Accessories

Aluminum bar

Wood dowels & caps
0.5” Poplar rods can be used for weight or to
hang smaller banners.
• 36”dowel		
• 48” dowel
• Per cap		
• Cut charge

Banner Rail

• 24’’		
• 48’’
• 36’’-		
• 60’’
• Suction Cups (set of 2)
Custom sizes are available.
The Banner Rail is an aluminum
hanging system with a snap-lock
profile for the top and bottom
of your graphic. The Banner Rail
has a grip range of one thickness of paper up to .016’’ (0.4
mm). It profiles with hanging
clips and 2 suspension hooks.
The Banner Rail is Silver and comes complete with top and bottom.

Magnets
• 1/2’’ Smooth Magnets
• 1/2’’ Groove Magnets

LIGHTS & ACCESSORIES

Chain
Two styles and weights that can be sewn into
the banner hem to add weight.
Heavy (1lb per 3ft)
Light (0.5lb per 3ft)

Black rope
0.125” black decorative rope can be used to
hang small banners.

Boulevard Polls & Clips - (Set of 2)
Boulevard Poles are used for single or double-sided
street banners and signs that are typically installed
on light or electric poles.
• 24’’ Single
• 30’’ Single
• 24’’ Double
• 30’’ Double
• 36’’ & 48’’ sizes available.
Please call for quote
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Miscellaneous Accessories
Spline Roller
Designed to make it easier to apply fabric
graphics with the beaded finishing into
extrusion based structures. The
tool has two sides one wheel
is round edge and the other a
grooved or concave edge.
Not for SEG

Hand-Held Fabric Steamer
Great For:
• Backlit fabrics
• Large wrinkled areas
• Larger displays
• Heavy fabrics
Recommended for all
fabric pop-ups.

Stake (qty. 4) & Rope kit
To use with Event Tents
View of Spline Roller being used.

LIGHTS & ACCESSORIES

Ball Bungee
Color: Black
(White available on request)
For use with grommeted tents, banners and more.

Ground Stake
Weight: 2.3 lbs.

Exhibit Pipe & Drape hook

For Banshee™ outdoor units.

sold in sets of 10
Each hook holds up to 10lbs.
Size: 3”w x 3.75”h
Thickness: .105”
Color: Silver
Small S-shaped hook typicaly
used for hanging a new banner
over existing pipe and drape.

Velcro® (Adhesive Back)
• New Style (white hook): 1/4’’
• Velcro® Dots: 1/2’’
• Old Style 5/8’’ white hook (splits in half to two 5/16’’ strips)
5/8’’ white loop, black loop, black hook

H Stakes (Metal)
To use with: Coroplast graphics in outdoor
environments.

Miscellaneous Accessories
Monitor Mount
Use for monitors sized 13” to 39”
Holds monitors up to 50lbs.

Z-Cleat
Metal clip system to hang a rigid
substrate on a wall. (2 bars needed
per graphic. One for back of graphic
and one for wall.)
For use indoors.
Size: Custom up to 72” long
Color: Silver

Large Flat Panel Monitor Mount
Use for monitors sized 30” to 60”
and holds up to 130lbs.
Additional structure and support
required when using monitor mounts.

FineEdge (Not available for profile cut substrate.)
A Plastic Profile that can be applied to substrate edges to
get a clean finished look. Great for dressing up direct to
substrate prints for contests at shows, retail use and more.
Each profile is designed for 1/4” or 1/2” surface coverage.

Sizes /Colors:
1/8” Polished Black only
3/16”Polished & Matte Black available
1/4”Polished & Matte Black available
1/2”Polished & Matte Black available

LIGHTS & ACCESSORIES

Apply To: Sintra, UltraBoard, Coroplast and Foamcore
Important: Two hangers are supplied for substrates NOT exceeding
Max sizes below:
• 1/8” sintra - 16sqft
• 1/4” sintra - 8sqft
• 1/2 Ultraboard - 20sqft • 3/16” Ultraboard - 32sqft
• 4mm Coroplast - 32sqft
- Substrates larger will need hangers and supports
supplied by the customer.
- Wire for hanging, not included. Source your local framing or
hardware store.
- FineEdge is not available without a graphic purchase.
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